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'THE AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM fine as it is
in many respeds can be, and as a whole shonld be, ttubstargiall)
improved . . .

"To attain these (nuts we conclude that four major areas need
specific and urgent attention throughout our educoional system:
(I) the curriculum and the content AA Foarsea, .(2) the 'quality and
effectiveness of teachers, (3) the recognition and enoouragengmt
of students, and (4), die development of intellectual kadership."

Statement by Preside& s Science

Advisory Commit:ft
EDUCArION FOR THE AGE OF SCIENCE

May 2419391959
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Foreword
t

Ci

THE INCREASED COMPETATION Iinatechnical achanceinent Itas inade
I the need for high quality. scientists, engineers, and technician's stand
out in bold relief. Better instruction in mathematics in our public schools
can make a contribution to the 4uality of our scientific personnel. If
research findings are implemented in the classroom they likewise can
make a contribution. The purpoecir of this study is to help implement
!esearcit findings by making ava able the results of research in the
teaching of mathematics that have reported to the Office of Education
during the calendii years 1954 and 958.

It was for the purpose of disseminating, the findings of research. oil
the teaching of mathematics that t14) Of of Educatiori inecooperation
with the National Council -of Teachers of Mathematics reported summaries
of research in mathematics education in 1952 jCircular No. "317) and in
1954 (Circular No., 377-11). These summaries received many favorable
cortunents and tliuggestions from readers in mathematics education. As a
result of the suggestions, the Office. of Education and the C)incil
operate(' further by summarizing research completed in mattletnatics
eduertion during the 2-year period 1955-1956 and also in analyzing
the material.

The preserit bulletin is a _sgrrtrnary and' analysis of the research in
the teaching of mathematics for the calendar years 195 7-58. It' is hoped
that the preesent study with be helpful bath to researchers and clanroome,
te.achers,in their efforts.to improve the teaching of mathematics.

The Office ,of 'Education is gtatiful to the Deans of Graduate Schools
and to research workeyOtn mathanaticsieducation, who supplied the data
on which the study is based. Without their 'cooperation it could not
have been preparid. Cooperation in preparing this repixt was also effaced
through the Research Committee of the National Council of Teachers of

,Matheinatics. The members of that committee were John J. Kinselja.
A
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School of Education, New York University; Howard Fehr, Teachers College,
.Columbia University; Shelf Ion Myers, Educational Testing Service, Prince-

,e ton, New Jersiy; Fred Weaver, School of Education, Boston University
and Kenneth E. Brown, U. S. Office of Education, Department of Health.

Education, and Welfare.

J. DAN HULL
Director
Instruction, Organization, and
Services ranch

E. GLENN FEATHERSTON

Assistant Commissioner
Division of State and to'cal
School Syste.ms
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ANALYSIS OF RESEARCH IN THE
TEACHING OF. MATHEMATICS
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Introduction

To ASSIST in the collection and dissemination of research findings
in the teaching of mathematics, the U.S. Office of Education with the
aid of the Research Committee of the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematic-s sent an inquiry to 817 colleges that offered graduate courses
in mathematics or whose staffs had made previous contributions in this
field. The committee received answers to the questionnaire from 399
colleges. Of the 399 colleges, 59 reported research in the teaching of
mathematics. The Committee carefully studied the 111 research studies
reported by these 59 colleges and selected 73 of them for inclusion in
this analysis. Those that were selected are 14 studies by college faculty
members. 32 doctoral dissertations. and 27 master's thkes. A summary
of each k included in the appendix.

If an attempt were made to classify the studies according to the
major emphasis there would be considerable duplication. For example,
about the same number of studies were concerned with methods as with
content. Yet, several studies ware on both content and method. Among
the other topics considered in one or more of the studies were television
in the teaching of mathematics, preparation and competence of teachers,
modern mathematics in thy; high school program, visual aids, activities
of mathematics dubs, homeneous grouping, and programs for the
superior student.,

Therefore, instead of attempting to classify the findings on the basis
of the major emphasis in the research, they are preitnted according to
pertinent questions in mathematics education. Although there is con-
siderable overlapping when the 73 studies are classified according to
grade levels, the questions and analyses are reported under three headings;
Research in the Teaching of College Mathematics; Research in the Teach-
ing of High School Mathematics; and Research in the Teaching of Ele-
mentary School Mathematics. The college level contains 23 studies;
the high school level, 28; and the'elementary, 22. Within each analysis
tie names in parentheses denote the investigator whose study is summarized
in the appendix.



Research In The Teaching of College Mathematics

ON the college level, research in the teaching of mathematics was con-
centrated on the preparation and competence of elementary and secondary
school teachers of -mathematics and the use of television in teaching
mathematics. Also included were oudies., on predicting succesa in college
mathematics. 9ueetions and commentary on these and other problems
will now be presented.

1. What do the studies on the use of televsion indicate?

The prediction that by the early 1960's the colleges will be flo9ded with
applicants has caused some educators to look to television as a means
of helping meet the problem.

One study (Alkire) seemed to indicate that a course in the teaching
of arithmetic could be taught more effectively by 'television than by tra-
ditional means, despite the lack of opportunity for questions and dis-
cussion. The television medium seemed to engender grader student interest
and closer attemtion than the classroom setting. On the other hand, another
investigator (Schied), who taught the calculus by television, ascribed
the slightly better learning of the television students to better- prepared
lectures. In another investigation (Elliot), college algebra and trigo-
nometry were taught by a combination of television and regularly scheduled
help sections. The television students again did decidely better on the
examinations. The investigator gave the major credit to the help
sections. Too. the fact that there were five different opportunities per day
to receive the program was probably an important factor in the resuks.
Finally, another study (Hooters) concluded that the principal criteria for
a good mathematics television program are tlfat the mathematics must be
"impeccably accurate" and the presentation nieaningful to the viewer.

2. IF hat does research say about the mathematierd competence and prepara-
tion of the elementa hool teacher?

4



COLLEGE MATHEMATICS

Previous Audit* have pointed to the scanty mathematical preparation of
elementary school teachers and their lack of arithmetic understanding.

At a large university it was fgund (O'Donnell) that seniors preparing to
be elanentary school teachers had a grade mean of 13.14 in arithmetic
achievement. A comparison of prospective elementary teachers If India
and of an Iowa teachers college (Saliai) showed that the American students
were superior ignearly all aspects of a- u Is elk. A third study (Knight)
revealed that a kogram of mathematical p 4:ration involving concepts
of modern matheniafics was more effective in producing competence in
computation and mathematical reasoning than a traditional course involv-
ing arithmetic, algebra, and geometry. Finally, procedures were described
t Rudd) for conducting an inservice course for teachers of arithmetic which
brought about considerable growth in teacher's understanding of arithmetic.

3. That does research tell us about the preparation of high school teachers
of mathematics?

In rent years the need for up-grading the preparation of teachers of
high school mathematics and science has led to the widespread development
of National Science Foundation programs.

A Kansas study (O'Hair) revealed that the mathematics preparation of
126 high school teachers in class A high schools ranged from 12 to 75
semester hours with a mean of 31 hours. Ninety percent of 50 college
nathanatics instructors and 87 percent of 150 school administrators wantedw.

ht school and college mathematics programs revised along the lines of
modern mathanatics. An Ohio study (Zimmerman) indicated that in a
college of education the number of hours completed in mathematics and
education by high school teachers of mathematics was practically the same.
Although liberal arts students had significantly higher intelligence test
scores than education students preparing to teach mathematics, there was
no significant difference in the grades in mathematics courses taken by both
groups.

While the results of these two studies are enzouraging, the situations in
some of the other48 &ates eve much to be desired.

4. What are the findings of studies dealing with
organization ol mathematics courses?

In the put such studies have been rare at the college level. The ideas that
teaching cannot be stereotyped and that the students are old enough to
ti4e charge of their own learning have been quite prevalent amtong many
college instructors.

A method of teaching the cakulus emphasizing the use of student-dis-
covery proc6iures (Cummins) produced better understanding of the subject

pedagogy and



ANALYSIS RESEARCK IN TEACHING IATHEMATICS

and just as much manipulative skill as the traditional approach. At Dart.
mouth (Kemeny), the special training in small groups within mathematics
honors sections increased vastly the number of students entering graduate
work in mathematics. In planning a methods course for prospective
teachers of mathematics. one investigator (Felder) concluded that the
instructor must be prewpareti bath mathematically and profenally, and
that the students must he interested in teaching as well as in mathmatics.

5. To what event do grades and scores on tests predict sueees
Tathernaticst

Uespite the fact that the great number of variables involved in predicting
scholastic success practically preclude much accuracy in the endeavor,
efforts in this direction continue to be made. It was found in one college
(Brown) that grades in mathematics courses could not be predicted from
credit point averages in courses preceding them. The Q-score on the Ameri-
can Council on Education Psychological Test and the P.E.A.T. scores were
found to he fairly good predictors of the succms of engineering freshmen
(Leo).

6. What should be the program o general rrtailivrta.tics in e.

As in the case of ninth grade general mathematics, the answer to this
question varies according to the preparation and ability of the students, and
with the social-vocational and geographic factor, ai,sociated with the given
institution. In fact. the content of the course foun --ett-sary for terminal
students in a California junior college (Rowe) diffe le from that found
in syllabi of ninth grade general mathematics courses in other parts of the
United States.

. What are the mathematical needs of semiprofessional engineers?

In recent years it has been pointed out that the math&natical needs of
semitechnical workers have been increasing. One group of the mathmatics
needs of semiprofessional engineers (Madok) meals that the courses need-

ed, ranked in terms of importance, are trigonometry, algebra, solid geometry,
and analytic geometry. Although calculus is usually required ir) the prep-
aration of these students, their employers do n(A even list it as important.

a what happens to students who prepare to teach mathematics?

The problem of holding mathanatics teachers in teaching has become a
crucial one. One study (Frigo) showed that only 52 percent of the respond-
ents from the claws of 1950-55 in the mathematics department of a New

Jersey teachers college were still in the field of education in 1957. Moat



COLLEGE MATHEMATICS

of the respondents had taught in grades 7 to 9 during their first )ear; the
subjects taught were usually arithmetic and general mathematics. The
salaries of the nonteaching men exceeded that of the male teachers by $1,000.
Four-fifths of the men and one-fourth of the women teachers found it
necessary to supplement their salaries.

This is not an encouraging picture.

Now have teachers of mathernalics Ln liberal arts colleges changed over
the years?

The picture of the mathematics professor was shown (Gavurin ) to have
C=hanged, since the founding of Harvard, from an individual educated in the
classical tradition to a highI trained specialist in a well-developed field.



Research In The Teachinu of High hvo l a ties

0 N this level research seems to have been influenced to some extent bN

the recommendation of several organizations of national standing that
students of superior ability in mathematics be taught more clallengini:
ideas. Studies of the readinem of students for the earlier introductioi;
of traditional content and plans for revising lAh year mathematic-A program,
are relatively frequent. Discussion of these and other problems fol10%,
below.

1. Can /14411 school students learn some of the concepts of modern
rnathtmatics?

One investigation (Byrkit) involving a small number of high school
seniors indicated that the formal study of relations and the learning of
certain ideas in number theory were feasible topics for these students.

Another study (Roughead) involving average students at the lOth
grade level showed that the basic notions of set theory, including its
terminology and its visualization by Venn diagrams, and the graphing of
inequalities were interesting and comprehensible to these studelits. Ma-
terials involving the notions of set, variable, relation and function were
taught to students in grade 10 and above by methods involving teacher-
pupil planning and the discovery of geneTalizafions (Grubb) . The 17
students made great gains from September to May in their scores on
the Langton First-Year Algebra Test.

2. What should be the program in 12th year mathematics for the average
and above average pupil?

Four Audits (Garb, Kaufmann, Lawton, Clark) dealt with this course,
which . obviously enrolls students superior in mathanatim The first
(Garb) concluded that material from space coordinate geometry, the
algebra of sets, logic, statistics, and integral calculus should be included
in the course. The second study (Kaufmann) suggested that solid geometry
should largely be incorporated into the plane geometry course and that



HIGH ATIC

topics in analytic geometry, atatii iss, and the calculus replace some of
the traditional content.

From the results of a questimitaire to coil e miathernatic instructors
And c

At the 1All grade kvel solid geometry as a
that gr-eate-r emphasis should 11.e

rornetry, and the thetiry parts of trigonometry
ati._qics should be added but no sel theory or symbolic logic ((lark
it is obvious that complete agreement r lacking on this question of

the content of 12th grade mathematicx.k.

e students in mathematics coursetaz the decision was reatheAl that
istirwt coursv should be

aced on graphing, analytic
and that some Work on

When ( wi studenti begui to learn alg b

One studs t Davis) invol F,everal teachers and clakse in tmstate
,New York reports that considerable algebra can be learned as eark as
the seventh grade,

Win studews begtn to
geese

proof and de_-ow/ratite

A unit on deductive proof and an introduc ory unit in plane geometry
ere taught in grades from six through ten (Corley). It was found that

concept from demonstrative geometry old be taught as low as the
Tenth grade with a reasonable expectation of success.

5. grade level should cert.= metuur en4 concepts be tau 112?

On study (Beane) suggested that the cone of ordering," using such
dew as longez than, nearer than, etc., be taught in the primary grati-;

that measuresnent involving the use of different scales be introduced in the
middle grades; that the concepts of standard units, the approximate nature
of nyeasurment, accuracy, and precision could be learned during the
junior hi school years; and that a poetulittional approach to measuretwnt
might be tried, in a course in demonstrative geometry.

Another -study (Boeekmann ) emphasized that the development of the
notion of approximate data was essential to the teaching of the slide rule
at the ninth grade level.

6. What do the studies in the learning of algebra show?

in a study of penetration in solving ikebra problem (Hammer) the
outstanding findbigt Imo the uniqueness with whkit each student arrived
at inlet and the ikepeidemby of inleatuful laving urn' the attitude toward
soles Getting an rote tabk answer was um* the audead's primary
commit understanding dm problem and ha solution was secondary.
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When algebra was organized and taught around certain unifying themes
instead of the usual fopics, students developed as much manipulative
skill, while acquiring a greater understanding of the nature of mathematics.
(Kushts).

Using a 'modification of the Winnetka individualized approach one
invemigator (Keith) found that "in beginning algebra mudents made more
progress when working independently than when they were being taught

!1as a group.

Two methods of determining the characteristic of a logarithm and
the decimal point in the antilogarithm were compared (Clebowicz). What
differences there were favored a method involving the counting of the
number of places between the decimal point and a refet.ence point
immediately to the right of the first nonzero digit.

7. Now ellectire are tisuallactual devices us teaching rnathematicJ?

A kit of sixteen visual-factual devices was used in teaching areas, volumes,
and the pythagorean relation in the eighth grade (Anderson). The stu-
dents using the devices scored higher, but not significantly so, on the
tests used. There appeared to be no relation between the amount students
Maimed they used the de*s and the scores earned on the tests.

It was determined that teaching aids in plane geometry were not widely
used due to inadequate storage facilities, insufficient time for constructing
them, lack of money, inconvenience of usage. and difficulty in obtaining
such aids (Turney 1.

R. Wks: do the studies on the teaching of geometry reveal?

A textbook procedure for teaching area to seventh grade students was
compared with an experimental unit method (Green) . The experimental
group performed significantly better than the other group. The discovery
emphasis seemed apecially preferrable for students above the; median
in intelligence test scores.

Plane geometry was developed by algebraic mans (Richards). It was
suggested that after three or falai semesters of algebra igmh an approach
might be leasible.

9. which activitio are interesting to members oi -mghenatics dub?

Tenth grade plane geometry atudems listened to tkacripticals of certain
topics for a mathematics club and then rated. then in terms of barest
(Lombardi). The relations of mathemaics bothers were also obtained.
The modems chose, in order of preference, said trips,' cmatruction
Projects, pure mathematics (topology, fourth di ate, etc.), recreional
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mathematics, and history of mathematics; teachers, like the students,
placed field. trips first.

10. Now does mathematics education m the I nited States compare with
that in other COUniries?

In both Norway and Sweden, one study Wahistrom) indicates that
mathematical ideas are more gradually developed in both the elementary and

ondary srhool grades. Students spend more time studying mathematics
in school and at home. Subject matter and instruction ire more uniform.
Teachers are better prepareil but their intruction tends toward the tra-
ditional. Much attention is paid to theory. Many applications are made
to geometry. Examinations are comprehensive and thorough.

11. What do groups outside of the school think about the high school
miithematia program?

In Oswego, Illinois, 56 representatives of agrieukure, small businen,
industry, and colleges considered that the same fundamental mathematics
training was necessary for all students (Shull) . More mathematical
training in the proceftes of arithmetic was requelAed. Critical thinking
was rated as one of the most important products of mathematical
training. The colleges and industries desired more advanced mathematical
training for high school graduates.

12. To whist ex-tent are the proposals of authorities in mathematics
education being pug into practice?

By means of a questionnaire, proposals of authorities. in mathematics
education were compared with practices in the areas of aims, curriculum.
methods, and evaluations (Sbetler). The instrument was sent to a 10
percent sample of all secondary schools in the 20 States of the North
Central Association.

There was agreement betwew the aighorities and the respondents on
aims. Mukiple-trirck programs were well-establialwd. Many teachers still
felt their programi were inadequate. The degree of agreement on class-
room methods and evaluation was indicisive high on some items, low
on otheis. The practices recommended by the expats were followed most
closely by teachers who spend most of the day teaching matimmatics and
by those who are receiving profestional mistime in their teaching;
the larger schools and the city public schools also teided to follow the
feconunended prwtices
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and the comparison of alternative ways of
mous grouping, tem-ling aids, programs for superior pupils, and fort
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kry questions are briefly summarised Wow.

1. What /odors sewn to haw the

problem-solving
SUOI,E1J antAmoc

High amfideztv ility to interprrt vocabulary, & d computabonal
reasoning were sign ficantly amociateti with the prob stKrTs.s
of sixth g-rade students (Cork). Tlw- type of opexati involved, the
familiarity of the problem setting, and tiw presence of superfluous nu r.
kid data weTe fe4ind to be the important fa re in solving probes in
another iudy (Post). In maim- investigation was computational bait
found to be a nifit factor.

2 Are lessoni in mental arithmetic nusch value?

Sixth grade mils given a aeries of prepared lessons in mental arithmetic
not only gained significantly in their ability to soke arithmetic problems
presented orally but surpassed a control goup, taught traditimariv,
gains in 'general arithmetic ability (Damgaard).

3. Do seventh and eight grade pupils understand the
in computation?

in

On a teat of arfthnwitic maiming, more than three -fourth of nearly
400 wrath and *Mb grade pupils in a large dty sewed hos than 50
Percent (Rappapo rt). Pupils with high whievennt in aartpUtittiC42 could
have low whievemest on a meanings teat, but time were no anzgis with
high arlievement on meanings. and low K41 evemmt in computational skill.
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Wh4S is the rivosi tective
dePelopment o meanings
iraenned es?

13

-e-en tee

4e 1-'n

Intermediate grade puptis in group tkncgint, -5 pervtnt or 00 pet-edit
their daft time to deeloptnrntal work &chic-Ned 4-ntficantl) higher

Letts meautring their umAiemtanding of arithmetic and cornpu.
tational sia, than Npi6 jn ro=ups doting a smaller percent of clam
timt to such dedwelopirAtntsi wok 711'

.S114:4114 die conzep4 ol a !red on u.s a fariQ be rrrqilw
grckie

ai die Nth

Of fifth grade pup. one group was taught a fricion pproth
t 4 eAlling with parts of a (Alm-lion iwitile the other gioup wa taught

a ratio method ). %Them the numbers -were 10s or IX and
the Rafts were 10ths or 100ths, the ratio appraath was eAsier in eiltnipilyi

the (0=4 type, if either coi d was the unknow,411. It was micati
that the notiun of ratio be-iron-Amyl:I before the uprtions Oti frcioni
ar iuthL

besi u ft) itryaeh the lOcratiOn
division?

In an expenrisnertt in% °king four sixth gra& claw-% in three communitift
itile group of students was tau* to iocate tits decimal point in Iii
qut)tient by the usual method of "moving ckcimal poirus;" another gioup
%as taught to make the number of decimal places in the quotient equal
to the exam' of those in the dividend over those in the diriaiou (Spooner 1.
Tmts rrvealed that neither method was superior in tetras of amuacy, but
that the somnd method surpassed the first on the basis of "mrAning
gh en to the any of verbal pro&Ien u" and the time required to perform
the computations.

7. Is homogeneous grouping in mathematics ciamei ellective at the
seventh grade Level?

Six of 17 seventh grade dames were formed into homogeneous groups
each by one of six crkonia (Ro&kw). The were low IQ, low /whieverrnmt,
high owliievensmt, low reading ability, low social maturity, and high 60Cial
maturity. Now of the homogeneous groups did any het& in imhieve.

Iment than group, of studeias having similar charailteristies but enrolled
in one of tio 11 heterogamms classes.

*ft

Mwsid variety of teaching aids be wad in arithmetic instruelio

..

4,



14 ANALYSIS OF RESEARCH IN TEACHING MATHEMATICS

One investigator reports that using a variety of materials does not
produce better results than using only one material, if both procedures
are used 1 for the same time (Sole ).

9. What is the best nay to teach the concept ot area at the Nth grade
level?

One group of children had repeated experiences in finding the areas
of the same rectangular figures: the other group found areas a varied.
irregular figures t Sorenson,. Neither method surpassed the othei in a test
on areas.

10. it hat mathematics should he taught to superior pupils in grades
and .8?

One plari is to include the concepts of number, smbolism, measurement
and approximation, statistics, operations. and relationships (Bryan). Num-
ber systems, history of symbols and numbers. and real and complex numbers
are suggested as topics to he explored. BY, the end of grade 8 a semester
'of elementary algebra would he completed.

11. Are 54-minute daily arithrrivie periods much better than 40-minute
periods?

In a study involving 600 sixth grade pupils from 15 schools of a large
city th group taught for the extra 10 minutes gained significantly more
in achievemeAl than the group taught 40 minutes (Daugherty). Another
investimor in the same city found that during the first year of a 2year
study the extra 10 minutes made a difference of only .1 grade at the fifth
grade level (Denny) . However the teachers using the 50 minute
period were given insery ice wining, the 50-minute group of pupils did
significantly better than th 40-minute group.

12 How are gains in arithmetic achievement at the eight grade level
related to intelligence levels?

In a welldeveloped. statewide study in Minnesota it was found that
the middle 5 percent group in intelligence at the eighth grade level seemed
to gain more mathematics information than either the top or bottom 5
percent in intelligence (McCautcheon).

13. What changes have taken place in arithmetic as a school subject
since 1900?

Disciples of John Dewey influenced many teachers to base their arithmetic
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instruction on child experience rather than abstractions ("compkins). By
1')20 the interpreters of Thorndike had led many educators to believe
that the way to teach arithmetic was to analyze it into many independent
skills and then give the pupil abstract drill on each of thew. Around 1930
a side effect of this philosophv was the social utility notion of teaching
only that arithmetic needed in everyday life by nearly everyone. Since
1935 the field psychologists, especially Brownell, have been very influential*
in making "meaning and understanding" the ke words. The latest
development is the emphasis on meaning and understanding supplemented
by the drill necessary to insure the retention of certain arithmetic skills.



Summary

COLLEGE LEVEL

ASTUDY of the research for 1957-58 reveals considerabis activity in
the area of the preparation and competence of teachers of eknnentar)
and secondary school mathematics. However, Ro investigations of tlw
best ways of developing good teachers of college matimsnatks were received.
If in the 1960's the colleges are inundated with' studens, the problems of
locating and inducting men and wort into the tewhing of college
mathematics are likely to be serious owe.

This is the first 2-year period in which noticeable dfort has been
made to appraise the place of tskvision in the teaching of college mauw-
matics. A special isms of the American Mathematical Monthly was -era'
devoted to the use of televisim in teaching. That the tekivisiem =Jim
does tmgage the attemtim and bored of dm stwhnts, at lest, during
their early contacts with it, does seem estabiind. Whether the imsree4
is maintained for period of time grinder than a semester needs to be
investigged. The achievement of the television droop usually better
than that of the usual daurroon gremp. The careful Kepirdien of the
television lectures and the stil"cm of the profissor by the 41a&mge
of the new medium a r e futo n that m u d be e xnuathwed in experiments
evaluating the new medium.

There is gill a dearth of clothes &Wing with the pedagogy of wilegre
mathematics. Is it just personality that makes one college teacher strik-
ingly more effective than another with a comparable group of his subject?
What is time ahead the way catatKling teachers carry cm their buftuc-
tional activ* 'aka that makes then so effective? &mem, mid try to make
a offal stmly of a unmans of these oastandhig men suK1 wane)
in actin to see if there are cluters of poem that mil* be of aid to
alms who are less effective. Why cdwukbet some of the !ammo& of
Polls and of the mathematician; 1.6 tried ow and stmlied tie tesehkng
of mathematics to future soda whistles be given a tees

Sarnia 'hulks of the power of certain (Wit to predki in

16



college mathematics were received. Studies of this type have been legion
in the field of hi:14 school mathematics and other fields as well. Very
Seldom is the correlatim between the predictors and the criterion greater
than 0.70. Perhaps research energy could be used more profitably in
other directions.

HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL

During these 2 years many of the studies were probably influenced by
organizations like the Commisaim on Mathematics of the College Entrance
Examination Board, the University of Illinois Committee on Secondary
Matiumnatics, the National Science Foundation Inetitutes, and the National
Courxii of Teachers of Mathematics through its publications, especially
The Mathematics Teacher.

The studies on the readiness of students to learn algebra and demon-
strative gatnxtry wilier were of a tentative, informal son. Very few
students and tenwhers were involved. The duration of the experiments
was short. The subject matter selected was limited. The teaching
methodology was na always obvious.

The investiptims into what the (=tad of grade 12 nuttimsmatics should
be were usually done by one individual for one sdied. Evaluation of the
propmals in the ammo= was always left for the future. The content
of most of the proposals was strikingly similar, in most inidawes, to the
prmosak of the gasups listed at the beginning of this summary.

There was only we study that (Lurk with problemeolving. There is a
need for more studies like this on in which the thinking of a small
number of etude*, was analyst4 in depth in a clinical manner, initead
of nwrdy wing crude data like test scores on -i- of students.

The studies on the kerning of algebra and getmxtry were few and
yi&kd titer tha was new or revoimary. Time was encouragement
in oise study, however, hi which other maw be' performance ce
techniques were wed to mammy the relative merits of two ways of
organizing the anitent of algebra.

The study about the degree to which the recommendations of authorities
were being pd into priu*ke seem initportaid and 'nil/westing. A huge
responsibility is Owed on the "experts;" they mud be sure that their
judgnmsts are Insed tns evickoce rather than on unsupported opinions.
Tin fat that the was gh agreawst on aims but men agreesnent
on dimovemn !intim& fio not a rmtw immudy. Does it mean that the
verbal stabswrat of aims has differat nutta*ts ftw Mfireft individuals?
Does it man that tognie we kw raglan between aim and methods?
Does k anim the aim amdituft screed. whk& is MI aifficuk to
put into pakike because of the aaruttnialks of modems, the inadequacies
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in teachers, and the conflicting aims of school administration? These
questions should be investigated.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL LEVEL

The investigators of problem solving in arithmetic agreed that many
factors were more important, th4n computational skill. On the alter
hand, these same investigatiorts uncovered different sets of factors which
were important in problem- solving. Would additional "n" investigation
find "Tie' additional discrete sets of factors? Is the number of variables
influencing success in problem-solving so large that recipes and instructional
strategies are bound to be fruitless?

The research on meanings and understanding usually reveals that pupils
taught computations only don't show much understanding. On the other
hand, pupils of average IQ and above who receive instruction emphasizing
mauling and understanding not only learn to compute just as well as
those taught computations but also come to understand arithmetic better.
The research of 1957-58 does not dispute these statement& It is a pleasant
surprise when students learn what the teacher has not taught them; it is
hardly shocking when pupils do not learn what they have not been taught.

investigations dealing of arithmetic learning at tlx
city and state level during 1957-58 raise some questions but hardly give
answers of broad application. If 25 percent iwrease in class time
produces a 45 percent increase in grade score, would a 50 percent iwrease
in instructional time result in a 90 percent increase in grade score in
arithmetic? Where is the point of diminishing returns?

The study at the State level shows that schools with stuckmts of the
same IQ and initial mathematical achievement vary in what their stutkInts
achieve by the end of the year. This is a good beginning, bit the "grass
roots" type of research requires that the reasons for the variations in
achievement be found, and thato careful analysis of these re/mons lead
to a plan for better education in specify schools

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARQI

The recommendations for research in mathematics education made in
1955.56 apply to 1957-58 as well. Three major points were (1) that
crucial problems should be the =Netts of inventigaticat; (2) that more
research should be of the, exoverative, team-like type; and (3) that the
results of research should be clearly and suleclumely reported.

Some crtwial problems were attacked in 1957.58: teaching mathematics
by television; finding out whether precollege students can learn some
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of the concepts of modern mathematics; studying the. holding power of
the ichools with respect to mathematics teachers and the readiness of
superior pre-high school students for work in algebra and geometry ; and
ways of increasing the number of undergraduate students who decide to
Jo graduate workin mathematics.

As in 1955.56 there does not seem to be one reported research stud)
involving the active team-work of two or more investigators. As a result.
most of the studies reported are, in general, narrow in scope, limited in
duration, restricted to only a few teachers, and carried out in a con-
stricted geographical area. Thus random sampling, which is a necessary
condition for the use of astidical teas of significance and for drawing
generalizations, was not utilized. Yet such statistical tests were used!

The results of research cannot be clearly and adequately reported in
pamphlets like this unless the needed information is supplied. As a
minimum, the problem and subproblems should be clearly stated; the
number and characteristics of the subjects of the experiment, including
the teachers, should be provided ; the duration of the experiment should
be specified; the nwthods or treatments used should be clearly described;
the method of sampling should be spelled out ; the validity and reliability
of evaluation instruments should be given; and the findings should be
separated from the conclusions and recommendations.



Unans wered Qu tio In The Tech ing of Mathematic`

THE FOLLOWLN- QUESTIONS are those asked o

research workers whexge studies were reported during 19 58.

1. What are the numet effective means of changing Wuxi.* toward ma

2. What are the mmt effective mans of increasing interim in matte
3. Would a disevver7 approach apples to upper undergraduate ma

courses product more learnin?

4. What are the characteristks of good ttnicliers of mathematics in t of

what they do and bow they film-lion

S. How should the present ctollege mathemtics program for prospective *evondar
school mathematics tarcisess be revised'

6. How can creative thinking mathematkIs evaluate !

7. To what extent have the mathematics prnrams of American coliws
revised to include more of "imidern mathematics?"

8. What concepts of alsebra can be siKxxvnitilly taught in grades 4 to 6

9. How can understanding of algebra, in contrast with manipulative skill, be
evaluated?

10. What "dead wood" should be pruned from mew t rses in arithmetic?
Algebra? Geometry? College mathematics?

11. He can graphing be taught nme effectively?

12. What are appropriate matniah and marine for teatiiing mathrma tical
proof at the ninth grade kne.1 thrtmigh ahgebni.

13. Are intwated matimmitica courses at the opiktge freshman level more
effective dun **woe alumni in college alpawn and tripmfmttry?

14. Are integrated matimmuitka courses at Use 10th or 11th grade level ware
effective than sepanite courses in Wamti geoanary, avawai alga, and taigmumogry?

Li. Are elowntary school teachers with sums weparatim in matheinatks ni

effective thin those with weak prepirntkn?

16. Are seanxiary stiwcd main with straw preparation in matiumitics more
effective than time with weak pieraratkm?

17. To what extent timid social applications of arithmetic be taught at the

by tht

ti

seventh and eighth grade kivels?

18. How do elenentary school students of differing ability attack
problems?



UNANS

19. What is the moat effellive
involving parent?

QUESTIONS 21

way of teaching the three ca,s" in problems

. What kind of iniserviee training is most effective in improving teachers of,econdary school mathematic*?

21. How effective is the teaching of algebra through its physical applications
22. How effective is the meeting of plane and solid tftlinetry i= fliultaneualy?
23. What training in matt at do our present high milool mathematics teachers

havv?

24. Aside from manipulative skills; what understanding of algebra do high (--hool
mathematics teachers possen?

Z. What luwwiedp of logic is pommeled by the high school waxer of malt
Z. How muci knowlelir of colhire mat tics is retained by high school

maths:113ml% teachers after I to 10 years?

4

it.
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ALLIAN M Lan J. A Developrmwnt of
Syllabi or the Teaching of Algebra
and Geornetry at Glenn Vocational
H' School. (MEd, MS& Binning
ham-S.authern Colle_ge, Birmingham,
Ala)

Valor Fat ti .4dtiser. Ray Black.

Problems. To determine: (1) a
relationtlip between vocational mathema-
la's and rmiLlair high school mathematics,
and (12) to develop syllabi for teaching
algettra and freAlmetry at Glenn Vocational
High School.

Procedure. High school mathematics
and shop theory texts were revieweA to
compare the usual high school mathe-
matic_s problems with the shop problems.
Instructors in the school were consulted.

Major Findings and Conclusions.
l) The basic principles of mathematic

were found to be the same in the high
school mathematic-I problems and the
tehop problems. (2) The dtops minks
more difficult, but more practical prob-
lems. (3) Syllabi incorporating the
functional material were developed.'

AL it nit, G. DUN.- Mat1WHIStial IntitTUO-
tiOn via Television. (1958, Fresno
State Collele, Fresno, California.)

Problem. To determine the
effemtiveness of instruction via teieviakn.

Procedure. Tin course, Advance
Problems in the Twking of Aritimmtic,
was offered via television fry Fresno
State College in the fall of 196 -57.
Fiftwn' programs of 1-hour eswh were

e,- arch StyStudies

televised. Eighty -fig students- took the
course; of the (4 replie-4 from the 71
who were teaching. 49 were in elementary
schools., 11 in junior high and 4
in senior high school&

.A questionnaire was devrsod to evaluate
the Jere of instructiveriews the quality
of instnictivn, and the adequacy of the
technique of televising. About 80 mu-
dents responded to this instrument both
at midterm and at the end of the course.

The mutts of the midterm and final
examination SC-0TeS of the television stn.
dents was corn red with three other
sections of the course not taught ht

Major Findings and Conzlu_sions.
(1) Compared with regular classroom
instruction, the television instructiot was
more interesting; made understanding a
little less difficult ; yielded greater reten-
tion; produced greater attelition; and
made learning as efficient despite the
lack of class questions and discussio-ns.
(2) The quality of the instruction was
approied by the Students. (3) The
television technique, especially the use of
visual aids, was very satisfactory to the
students. (4) Ra_sed on the same exam-
inations given to the four group, the
We-vision class achieved to a significantly
hither degre than the other three classes.

ANDERSON, Goa R. Visual-Tactual
Devices: Vficieney in Teach-
ing Area, Volum, a tt d the Phy-
41tagorean Relatimship to Eighth
Grade Children. (EdD., 1957,

Painsylvania State University,
University Park.)
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Majr FacuJt 4drwr Abram
Vander Meer.

Pr44em. To measure the efficacy of
a kit of 16 ritual-tam-Lai devion tubed in
an eighth grade arahmrtie unit in volt- in_g

arm rolumm arid the Phvhaoran

Pro( e4=4?te A totai of 541 rth
grade attulmts tr thee juxaor high

wimre diide4 about into
an en-perunental wail a ev4Itio1
Aftin. 6 weels of the mme kind of in
structkat &gm 141oviTti a ptrw-d of 8
'mail in whict the thus of tho
expel-mental grvup wed a kit of 16
imi.14iwia1 &rims in esiAaining ftvw

to the stockffsts; the ckrkift wive
araildAe at all times to the stullmti for
04flsdp and stviy. The mtrt4 firt,ps
did no Kie "y manipulative demos_

On a canntes tea given at the end of
the at2-Itv44 period, 206 pairs of laudomts
matcled on inc* and OCCCOS we
foment The atterkaa f ompanng the
two groups of ttucknts was the conili
wore on tests fm4 curl/wet, oatult. twd
rd triangles prai during the pod of
8 'reels. Nestiumnaires wfte

yid to to deftnnine stun weferentlea fog
their 'kw" mafor subjects at the begin-
ning and end of the period of 14 yeas,
aDd to nixd out the htdpfainees and
frequency of woe of the derioes.

Major Findings sat Cmitinaiints.
(1) ths the crWtricas teld the experunostal
gawp ceseioteattly sewed Wilber thas

oostsol grup, Ina sa
se. (2) The evidence in *dem the
efficacy et the devices fr etadeits whit
high inombtAiaire. Stu
deists ku the expuinemal group with ow
MOW a. 11001red kw, bla WA sir
ni ficantly so, cni the cliterkm tee than
did modems in the control grvmp with
low Annual ages. (3) There appeared to
ha so relation between the motto an-
cients stated they need the devices and the
memo earned cm the crikeiwt. (4) The
we 01 the dam'es appeared to have little
died on sndent prehrrence for mathe.

ATHEMATICATHEMATIQ

nu t w u mt.) t ras_t

insior *ubyft-tw_

LiL C
Mmturmnetti and tir ImptimaCKM-S-
for thf High School Curnoulu

k 1 WA Univmity of 111

rtaarta

ML Fat-ty 4
-f-m&Tr.m.

PtkmLcJ and indj _

chnwisAdiits To ck---
tvmme wen* of theme etwwzi and

Oes n ine4uitgy be tes4rht in hltrh
&val mathtnna sc ence

To

t The Iiwra t u rr
w ith mimpartmissnat was mar

FiAdlitu Mar
1 The remNlv of ortio

taitgiu in the ptury t2)
rDessming with differemt

CAR be introduce4 in the imialr
gratkw. (3) The elme-ev43 of eiandard

aignibcant diets, the apinotinstte
nature of a ineanzesnenL aocursev,
preekion can be tau& in the junior
high scitooL (4) Ilwilap4 in the junr
high school the types of sceles associate4A
**Is physical magraucies-cen be taught.
(5) A postulation') approazis t meaimm
meat sag* be ietroducued a plant
pommy course. (6) Triveonbetry, ot
the science". aisle be used to t t6
darreaos bermes handeineastal a n d
&rived meesarmkw,.

BoucatAir Ifritscor. TestiLing Apprzi
mate Data 'tad the Slide Rule.
( WS, 1958, IllinocAa State Uniiverxit
Normal.)

Major Factlity Adviser. T. E. Rine.

Prble To develop a ash on the
teaching of the slick rule for a course
in secondary Kiml elementary algebra.

Proovitaire. A unit for tesckias the
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CYAN, Emma R A Mathematics
Program kw perm Upper Grads
Plqnli. (ME in Eit., 1958, Mu&
State Untrersity. Normal.)

*pm Fat-idly Atitistr F
Brown.
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twin of modem mat&tmaticli
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Proefiw-e. t huts win* e re1opeAl on
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M a Findings end Comitiasions.
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Major Finiings and Conclusions. --
Grade 6 pupils showed insufficient ma-
turity to master the material studied.
There was rapid growth in Grade 7.
Succeeding grades showed slower, but
consistent, improveMent.

On the basis of this experinmt, dem-
onstratve geometry can be introduced as
early as grade 7 with a reasonable
expectation of success.

CRUMLET, RICHARD D. A Study in Pre-
dicting Success in Algebra. (MA,
1957, brill State Teachers College,
Cedar Falls.)

Major Faculty Adgiser. Irvin H.
Brune.

Problem To find 4 reliable method
of predicting the marks of students in
algebra for guidance purposes.

Frocedure. The multiple correlation
was determined between the algebra
marks of a set of students and (1) scores
on test 4 (Quantitative Thinking) of the
Iowa Tests of Educatimal Development,
(2) composite scores of tests 1-8 of the
same series, and (3) intelligence quo-
tients as measured by the Otis
Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Test.

Major Findings and Conclusions.
The coefficient of multiple correlation
was found to be 0.78, which significant
at the one percent level. A predicting
equation woui obtained.

CUMMItiS, KIENNETH SONDEM. A Stu-
dent Experience Discovery Ap-
proach to the Teaching of the
Calculus. (Ph.D., 1958, The Ohio
State University, Columbus.)

Major Faculty Adviser. Harold P.
Fawcett.

Problem. To determine whether a
student experience discovery approach
to the calculus produces more pro-
ficiency and understanding than the usual
methods of college nutthematics teaching.

Procedure. -- Representative calculus

textbooks were studied. Stud
designed to encourage a maximum
dent discovery, were prepared; the gen-
eral plan of these was to encourage the
midrib( of generalizations from numerical
examples.

The course was given to one calculi
section at Kent State University, Kent,
Ohio, throughout each of three quariers.
Comparisons in terms of tests were made
with control classes taught traditionally.
Student reactions were obtained via a
questionnaire and a student paper on
"What I Conceive the Calculus To Be."
A modest study of the change in attitude
toward mathematics was also made.

Major Findinit and Conclusions.
The experimental group performed sig-
nificantly better on tests on unrkrstand-
ing the calculus,, and just as well on
manipulative probilm-solving proficiency.

DAMCAAID, GIENVVIiVg TURYIER. A Study
to Determine the Significance of a
Mental Arithmetic Program for
Grade Six. (Ed.D, 1958, Colorado
State College, Greeley.)

Major Faculty Adviser. Edward
Kelley.

Problem. To determine the effect of
prepared lessons in modal arithmetic on
(1) the success of students in solving,
without pencil and paper, mental arith-
metic problems presented orally, and on
(2) growth in arithmetic as =mewed
by standardized tests.

Procedure. A test in mufti arith-
untie was contracted and given at the
beginning and eft' of the experimental
period 44 13. weeks to W1 tAxth grade
students from 12 sixth grade Ammon;
front 11 salad'. Isitnictional kosons in
mental 14hmetic ire: siven twice a
week tea -the. ezperimmtal poop. A
sande:bed test arithmetic was also
given to ajl Students at the beginning and
end of the espeeiment. Matdied in terms
of _their scoria cm the saawlarined arkh-
monk tag, 10ipiths were drawn nada*
from the matched pairs die total



group. Analysis of variame by three
levels was =ed.

Major Findings and Conchisiorss.
(1) The series of lessons in nee_tl
arithmetic produced a statistically sig.
nificant change in the ability to solve
without paper and pawn mental arid"-
mid(' problems presented orally. (2)
All three ability groups benefited from
these lessons by about the salve amount.
(3) The serkes of hems in mental
arithmetk significantly increased the gen-
eral arithmetic ability of the experimental
group.

DAmmurrY, ham Lam Ai Study of
Achievements in Sixth Grade Arkh
=tic in Des Moines Public Schools.
(EdD, 1957. Colorado Sate College,
Greeley.)

Major Focally Adviser. Paul MdKee.

Problems. (1) To compare arith-
mak achievement of sixth grade pules
of Des Mohoes in 50 minute classes with
those in 40 minute sections; (2) to
analyse the fitness of emu% standardised
teas in arithmetic for Des Moines
sebook.

Procedure. From a total of 596
sixth grade pupils experimental and con-
trol gimps, taught arithmetic 50 and
40 minutes per day respectively, were
formed barbig the mime aean on Fenn
11, kivanced Bauery tbe bra Every*
Pupil Tee of Bade Arkbreetie
Six snubs taw sootier SOS of the
same Nat wimi used. The aftwasces
gains oa these INN bermes tite eve*

and camel grows were used to
"dick wake was bow.

Forme L and N sb Iowa test
wee both gives to a &times group of
100 *Weida is test for equal efficulty.
A percemage of men stady was used
for Ihie purpose.

The validity of the test imps for Des
Mobs' eiztir grade mast* w so
dotwnined.

Meier 'Wiley aid Comielosieits.
(1) . The 501mktaw goon" mewed the

40.minate group in gains in overall atilt-
meth: maidevemeat by a statisduffly
sipificant mourn. On Part I (Funda-
nmintal Knowbidge) the former group
gailmod Nis grade year more than the
latter. On part II (computatkm) the
40-minute group did better. On part III
(problems) the 50-mimmt gremp did bet-
ter. (2) It was decided that forms L
aid M we not of equal difficulty. (3)
forms L and M were found to be in-
valid tests for the beginning of grade six.
(4) It was recommended that 50-minute
arithmetic periods be adopwl.

DAns, R4ute BINJAMIN. The Madi-
son Project. (1957, Syracuse
University, Syracuse, N. Y.)

Nobless& To dieteraine whmher
algebra can be tausid m the seventh
wade krad.

Procedure. For the pea 2 years
algebra has been taught in the seventh
grade of certain cemnd New I'm*
State schools. Teachers had notthly
cmferences with the investigated..

Major Findings ad Cu eciusiess.
Seventh grade students seem to be able
te learn algebra.

DINNY, Romairr RAT, A Two- Year
Study of the Effects of an Increased
rinse. AlLgmient upon Acbievenient
in Arithmetic in the Intermediate
Grades. (Ed.D., 1958, Colorado
State College, Greeley.)

Me* Faculty Adviser. Annie
McCowen.

Problem To deterniine the effect oa
the &Atlantic achievement of fifth sad
sixth glade,polls of increasing the daily
class kW, dented to fruit
40 to .-.94 asinske.

Pileadart. A standardised arith-
metic bit IOU tied to cougars the
galls Audi la --seven imbeds using 'fie
minutes per day for blittuetion fa Ake
Mt and' sixth- grade, -*Mt Sues Made
ia seven ciampable sehools agog 40
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minutes per day for a period of 2 years.
During the second year the teachers of
the 50 minute groups participated in an
inservice program.

Major Findings and Conclusions.
(1). The gains of the 50-minute groups
surpassed those of the 40-minute groups
by a statistically significant amount.
(2) . The inservice program was succen-
ful since the second year superiority
of the 50-minute over the 40-minute
groups was much greater.

ELLIOT, H. MARGARET. Teaching Fresh-
man Mathematics by Television.
(1957, Washington University, St.
Louis, Missouri).

Problems. To compare the results
obtained by *teaching college algebra and
trigonometry by televWd lectures and
accompanying help sections with those
achieved by teaching the courses
traditionally.

Procedure. For each of 58 bosons
a 45-minute kinescoped lecture suppk-
mented by text and problem ass is
for each lesson were administered to
475 students. The students had five
opportunities per day to hear the lecture.
Three 2-hour examinations and a 3-hour
final examination,. were given. Grades
were based on these . tests and on
homework which was weighted by 0.2.

Extensive help sections with individual
attention were carried out by student
assistants, supervised to some extent by
two professors.

Major Finirings and Conclusions.. of
the 475 tekvision stucients, 69 percent
received graties of D or better, in contrast
with 60 percent of the 387 students taught
by traditional methods. Students in the
television group showed far more fatties
and enthusiasm for the calculus material.
The bright students were not forced to
listen to repeated explanations; the
slower students were given all of the
help they needed.

The elaborate machinerY, the extoneke
use of instructional man-iww and the

large initial expenses make this sort of
program impractical for courses with
small enrollment.

The closed circuit did not work well.
It was felt that the success of the

program was due principally to the
help sections conducted outside of the
television viewing.

Fnar.a, VIRGINIA. A Proposal for a
Methods Course to be Used in the
Education of Teachers of Secondary
School , Mathematics. (Ed.D., 1%9,
Teachers College, Columbia
University, New York, New York.)

Major Faculty Adviser. Howard F.Fir.
Problem. To propose a plan for

a methods course to be used in the
education of teachers of secondary-school
mathematics.

Procedure. Professional literature
comerning the history and development
of methods courses was studied. Meth-
ods course textbooks were reviewed.
Those individuals providing similar
methods courses in Mississippi and out-
side of it were interviewed. Other (pais
fiededcautoes replied to a lettopinion."

Criteria relating to the instructor, the
students, and the course were established.

Major Findings and Conclusions.
The instructor must have mathesaa6cal
and prof al preparation. The au-
dents mart be imerested in lambing as
well as mathenntica. T metiods
course mut be correlated with other
parts of the student's education, nmst
be adaptable to the needs and resources
of particular college program, and must
be concerned with principle. of teachingu well as with speafie techniques.

A three-seanitsterioar course w
. proposed.

bubo, HAWS. The Status in the Fall of
1957 of the Graduates. Ciasses of
1950 through 1956, of the Maths)-

, antics Department of the New
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Jersey State Teachers College, Mont-
clair, New Jersey. (1958, Montclair
State College, Upper Montclair, New
Jersey.)

Problem's. To determine the status
in the fall of 1957 of the graduates,
classes of 1950 through, 1955, Msthe-
=tics Department, Montclair State
College, Montclair, New Jersey.

Pio.cedure. A check-list inetiwd of
inquiry was employed. t The files of the
Mathematics Department and of the
Alurpni Secretary were checked against
each other. The filled-in checklists were
grouped according to sex as well as to
teaching and nonteaching activities.

Major Findings and Conclusions.
(1) One hundred two graduates, in-
cluding 76 percent of the men sad 62
percent of the women, responded. (2)
Fifty-two percent of the respondents were
in the field of education in the fall
of 1957. (3) Seventy-three percent of
the mat and 67 percent of the women
were married. (4) About one-third of
the nonteaching respondents and four-
fifths of the teaching persemnel had done
graduate work. (5) Salaries of the be-
ginning teachers rose from below $3,000
in 1950 to about $3,400 in 1955. (6)
Most of the respondents had taught their
first year in grades 7 to 9, mainly general
mathematics ibd arithmetic. (7) For
various reasons slightly less than half
were no longer teaching. About one-
fourth left teaching after one year, while
one-tenth never taught. About half of alr
the ionteachinirespondente, mostly mar-
ried warm, planned to teach in the
future. (8) The salaries of the m)n-
teadling men exceeded =Lk teachers by
almod $1,000. The corresponding sal-
aries for women were Oro* the ume.
Four-Mimi of the mei and one-fourth
of the women tearless hmet it necasary
to supplement their Wades.

GARS, REGINA 111ZLIEN, A Proposal for
a Twelfth-Yaw Mathematics Pros
grem Ur SAWA Casty Prepara-
tory &adepts at Urenlield Senior

High School, Bloomikid, N. J.
(F4.D., 1958, Teachers College,
Columbia University, New York,
N. Y.)

Major Faculty Adtisor. H. F. Fehr.
Problem. To plan a new program

for selected college preparatory students
in 12th year mathematics at Bloomfield
Senior High School.

Procedure. A survey of textbooks in
use in high admit; and colleges walk
made via _questionnaires. Curriculum
studies, doctoral studies, curriculum
guides, high school and college mathe-
matics textbooks, and periodicals were
studied.

Major Findings and Conclusions. A
unified course entitled "Mathematics 12"
was proposed. It consists of (1) re-
organizing the content of solid geometry,
trigmometry. and algebra III; (2) 01-
traducing some coordinate gewkstry of
space, algebra of sets, nature of proof,
logic, statistics, and integral calculus;
and (3) Novkling for a mathematics
seminar period.

GAirtTRIN, LESTU L Teachers of Mathe-
matics in Liberal Arts Colleges
of the United Stites, 1888-1941.
(Ph.D., 1%7, Tewhers College,
Columbia University, New York,
New York.)

Major Faculty Adviser. Howard F.
Fehr.

Problem To develop a clear and
accurate picture of the teacher of mathe-
matics at liberal arts colleges in the
United States from 1888-1941.

Procedure. The hidividials whose
careers- were studied nitwit wither at
cote d the 2S *Wed colleges in the
United States, or at one of 117 sample
colleges selected on the basis of sine,
age, administrative control, and geo-
graphic kcatkra. Particular emphasis
was gives to the trahting and geofessitmal
work of these bemires.
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Major Findings and Concludou.
Tin picture of the teacher of =tinsmith's
in the 2i oldest colleges changed from
an individual trained in the classical tra-
dition to a highly trained specialist in a
well-developed field. The careen of
those who taught at the 117 colleges
followed the same mages as those from
the adest colleges.

Gilliam YUMA GRAM The Effect of
Kinckstaarten Training co Achieve-
mat in Reading and Arithmetic in
Grade 2. (M. Ed., WA, Universirr
of Waskingttm, Seatde.)

Major Faculty Adtiser. Henry R.
Fe*.

Problem To determine the relation-
ship of kindergarten attemiance to success
in reading and arithmetic in grade 2.

Procedure. Testa apiaising mental
ability, reading achieveninnt, awl ark&
=tic mhieveineet were given to 279
grade 2 pupik in Vancouver, British
Co imnisk. These were separated into
two groups, with and without kiwifer-
garten experkisce, and were comparabk
in intelligewx, chronological age, mental
age, am and school experiome.

Major Findings and Coneinsrons.
A tautly of t results dmwed that these
waste idgnirmant differtmce
meat. The t data did not npport the
assumption that attesmiame of
gates affectsaffects suAlievement of pupils in
leading. However, it was miggested that
the remits in aritlinntk ecklevensent
we hntmclmive because the ten was
Is* Talk!.
GUM MAnmszir PATIMA. A Cali-

perstive Study of Two Amman.
to the Tem*in of Area in the
JUIIW High Stthool. (MA., 19511,
Iowa Stew Teachers College, Cedar
Falls.)

Major ram IL. C.
Triable.

Problems. To ® the amount of
informatkm learned and retained by

nth gra& students of Beloit, Wis-
consin, throw* a textbook and a unit
amosch to the topfr of area,

Procedure. Analyses of various kinds
were use4 to .determitn whether the
scores cm a three-part test on areas in-
dicated the superitwity of either the
textbook ens unit amuse&

Major Findings and Conclusions.
The unit wthod proved sup or by
several criterk. The dismviwy aspect
of the unit approach seemed eveckIFf
preferable for students above the 50th
percentile n intelligerwe scores.

Gems, Berry SAYRE. A
EmOnsizing Modern Ma
in Mammary Algehr a.
1958, Iowa State Ted
Getter Fails.)

for
tics

(MA.,
College,

Major Faculty Adter. Irvin H.
Brune.

Problem. To prepare, teach, and
evaluate materia6 correlated with pre-
sent-day textbooks in t&mmintar
so as to emithasin mochne ammds.

Procedure. -- Mateilah to create, main-
tain, and extend impil untkorstandinp
of set, varial4e, minim, and fuwtiem
wee prepared -awi meld to sup*ment
the awiard textbook course in ekm
numtiary &Wm. All of the 21 emits
we in grade 10 or her. The method
of teacidn involved teacher-planned
situations which enemrated the endears
to triscover ideas, pinciphs, and re-
lations. The Langtm rust-Year Alge4wa
'rest was given at the beginning awl
end of the school years

Ma* Findings and Cesclusions.
sane in seines on the Lwow

tad were exklathe aum4i the 17 au-
dims wk. &WNW the eenrse. Another
macaw was /mow ift00 eenialvity to
resoosablo anowen sad posaigo mown,.

Hum" Demo Amemmakm of
Matimaidad Problem fry Seam,-
wry Seim' Shames. (IUD., 1951,
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Teacinrs College, Columbia
University, New York, N. Y.)

Major Faculty Advise Howard F.
Fehr.

Probiern. To examine the maw
=deal problimwolvirw of smeary
scaml students in orckr to discover (I)
t extent of tixdr pesmratkm, and (2)
general characterhaks of probkms and
individualvhat affect .powtratkn.

Procedure. Twtdve students frcen
an aocekrated 10t1frglwie awe were
given five probkom of a kiwl normally
encountered in grades 9 awl 10. The
ate lts &mot *laid as tbey wwked
each prolArm. Remolding. of the "4)4A-
en du:melts" were reowded tape and
transcribed. Mho matirnial was mink.
muted by the dation* diagrams awl
written work.

The extent of the lawkats' metratio:
was apiwaised by *lomat* of (I) their
understawling of t) general nature of
the problem; (2) their ability to
cover exit conditkns and require-
menu; (3) unit *balky in discovering
imps t ciniditkom and requirements; and
(4) their meals in weeiving the total
strixture of the 'noblest. The number
of subjects attaining ea& of tbese levels
was reported, and the manwr in which
.their pee etratka occurred was &coined.

Malt, Findinp and Ctociassimu.
Compkte peattratim occurred in imly
LS permit of the pump's. The nest
wiceaW) charamwWic of tbe protect&
was the napalms of each subjeces
ekve*Inent of undantanding.

T subjects' ettitale toward eolutkes
soonmx1 to have the greatest bearing to
their meta. Getting as imowable
answer was the iwhmry concern; ends%
mewling the relit= and he &Jake
was se . Tim. dote Inw *b-

.

(kW to Ite,
, to en*/

1011

Hum Painrwu
lb* Twilit's-of High ElarillgallMed Algebra
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by the Integration of Physics (MS.,
1958, Mimi* State University,
NormaL)

Major Faculty Adtiser. T. E. Rine.

Problem. To determine (1) why
certain physics concepts should be inte-
grated in the teaching of algebra, and
(2) if certain concepts of physics canA integrated with the teaching of
Algebn-

Procaure. A random sampling of
Artie. teaclusreln Illinois was made to
determine whether physics students wixt
had completed algebra had difficulty
with probkms of a mathmnatkal nature.
A list of algebraic coweps wsa gained
by analyzing the amtent of three algebra
textboas widely mod in umbers 1111-

ii. An analysis of the algebraic con-
cept used in solving physics problems
was made.

Major FindiAgs end Coschisions.
The miles of the lAyts teachers gxii-
eated that half of the stwkets who had
empleted algebra befits euraing
the physics 4M111110 .6d trouble with
prohken of a matherantkal nature. A
frequency count of algebraic cmcepu in
Arks was made. A definite relation

heiweeu algebra and physics was
estaigihed.

Homier, losers Ja. The Production of
Tekvised MatImsnatke Programs.
(Md.D.; 1548, Tencims Colkge,
Columbia Univers:ay, New York, New
York.)

Maier Amity Adviser. Myron F.
Resskept

Problem. To develop a handbook
for the produakm of televised 'auk"-
=ethos program, and to develop criteria

t It e effecti presentation of
vie teievision.

Proceinrs. i- Die akerk wee clad&
Bad mkno (1) the objectives of the
tekvh&o Foram (2) the content of
the Kerma, (3) audiewe ithatificatkm,
(4) ernEtmci amitebilky, (5) the nature

ft,
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of television and the program, (6) is.

utliration md Wwitration, (7) the

talent, and (8) evaluition.

Maji,t Findings and Conclusions.

The handbook was written. Each enter-

ion wu cipanded and &ubstantiated. A
erie of questions wa used ro surnrn*rize

i-he criteria &nd to make them ey to
apply. The prim*ry criterion Ia thaL

the mathcinatic must be impxab1y
accurate and the presentation meaningful
to the viewer.

Senior Matbematks Students as In-

itructors in General college Matbe
matic& (1959, St. John's Unh'erity,

Collegeville, Minnesota.)
V

Problem. - To comjre the effeetiuie.

ne of senior mathcnaüc ,tudents u
tescher of general college inatheniatic

with Ih&L of a regular member of the

mathematical faculty.

Prodnre. - The teaching W&4 done
aml I he r ul t corn j red.

Ma Findings and Conclusions - It

Iuc, JOSLPH ANraoN. A History of °"' fr!5hmtfl students achiev

the Use of Certain Types of Graph. 11 under the student intructor

ica.1 Representation in Mathematics " the revilar member of t
-

Education in the Secondary Schools ffl1tbtflItk*1 faCUlty. The study srns
of the United States. (I'h.D., 10 ifldW$Ie thit th1 i i gOOd way to
1957, Teachers Colleges oIumbia IIhCIUII future teac1er of mathematica.

University, New York, N. Y.)

4

Major Faculty 4driser. - M. F.
K'aJFMANN. JLROME EDW4KD. Reitet1

Roskopf. ct;uNe for Senior High School

Mathematics. (MS. in Education,Problem. - To determine the ue of
1958, Hlinüi State Normal

certain types of graphical repreentation
unie,ity, Normal.)

in mathematics education in the secondary

choo1s of the United States. JWJ FCZS1tY ,4dtüer. Francis R.

Procedure. Three hundred sixtyone

algebra textbooks, 17 books on integiat

ed mathematics,, 138 books on plane,

or plane and soli4 geometry, and 111

trigonometry books were examined for
their use of graplu.

Major Findings and Conclusions. -
( I ) change in attention to graphical

representation since 1X was mo'e evi
dent in elementary algebra than in any
other branch of iiecondary school
zathem*tics. (2) Algebra textbooks

emphasized graphs heavily, but differed

a to whether the main emphasis should
be in the first or second course in alge-

bra.. (3) First year algebra books pub
lished since 1923 have placed more
importance on the graph as a learning

device. (4) In recently published plane
geometry

books the graph has been u.ed
in connection with locus problem and
analytic geometry.

KAUNOWSKI, WALaF.RT. The Use of

4

Brown.

Problem. - To pmpoe the basic foun

dation for a course in advanced mathe-

matics to replace tbe traditional eoure
in oIid gecnnetry for high school niors

in tnaI1 and mediizmsized achoola.

Proredure. - Mathematics textbooks

were studied. One hundred six high

school teachers of mathematics in Illinois

were asked about their method of teach.

ing solid geometry; their opinion of what

the content of the advanced course should

be; and the continuity pattern of the

proposed course. The opinions of an
thoritie in mathematics education were

S studied.

Major Findings and Condu4ons
(1) There as a need for reytsion in the

bih school ma.putjcs program (2)

Solid geometry topks can be integrated

into a plane geometiy course (3) Ann.
lytic geometry, statisti, and elementary

notions of the calculus should l. offered

in the high schooL (4) Teachers and
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authorities in mathematics education dif-
fer in their judgment of the importance
of mathematical in is and history
of math tics in high school inmrrwtim.

KEITH. VIRGIE IRENE. A Comparative
Study of the Respective Outcomes
Stemming from Two- Distinct Pat-

thematics Teaching.
inia Polytechnic

terns of
( M.S., 1

Institute, B rg,)

Major Faculty Adviser. Homer
Howard.

Problem. To compare the effetire-
ness of teaching high school mathematics
on a pattern based on the Winnetka Sys-
tem, involving a highly individualizeti
approach, with a more traditkmal plan,
emphang lectures and recitations.

Procedure. Three groups of pupils
in beginning algebra were taught by the
traditional plan during the first seimster
and by the Winnetka System during the
smend semester. Ilw Iowa Algebra Ap-
titude Test was administered at the be-
ginning of the year. The Seattle Algebra
Test was given at the end of the first
semester and the Lankton FirstYear
Test at the end of the second senwster.

Major Findings and Conclua4ons.
Pupih made more prtvress under the
Wiamtka system than under the
traditional metlxki.

KEMENY, JOHN G. Honors Matiwmihics
at Darthmouth. (1%6, Dartmouth
Col*, Hanover, N. H.)

Problem. To interest the high *mi.
tude mathematics stmt during his
freshman and sophomore yaws in a
mathematical career.

Precedes. Stwinits were pit into
special Immr seclitms, as soon as they
emoted csAkwe, en the bask of Whip
Board scores. Them amines* rimed
special trainift in semill gimps, wMh
particular ennAmki uffloamlin&
ember than on ktchniqww

.

35

ilajor Firstlings and Conclusions.
Over the past 5 years it was found that
the procedure described increaseti vastly
the number of mathematics students going
on to graduate work. Science depart-
ments also profited greatly from this
honors program.

KNIGHT. LYMAN COISMAN. A Study of
the Effectiveness of the Subject Mat-
ter of Modern Mathematics in
t h e Preparation of Elementary
School Teachers. (Ed.D., 1959,
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania.)

Major Faculty Adviser. W. D. Sone*.

Problem, To compare the of
of the subject matter of modern

mathanatic4 with that of traditional
mathematics in t h preparation of
elementary school teacixtrs.

Procedure. An experimental group
of 30 stucktas was taught a course in
eknwittary matiwmaties comisting of
melt !wick= mathematics topics as math-
ematical systems, number systans, math-
evnatical proof. groups, fields, and sets.

control group of 29 students with
the swim instriwtor was tank a tradi-
tioma college revkw course, involving the
funikmentala of arithmetic and the basic
kkas of geotry and algebra. Pmeots
and posttests of mathematical resuming,
computational skill, ik preference of
subject areas were adminktimed.

Maim Findings an4 Co s.
(1) The control group did not make sig.
nifram 'take in the three variabks used.
(2) The eceperimestal grip mode sig.
nifkant gains in mit&entkal reasoning
and comiwtatiftud skill. (3) The ex-
periwintal gromp was significantly better
than the control group NI the midterm
tea of the following smelter.

Kmairra, num* awn. The Dowel-
qabeft of an Inatruntesd to Predict
Success b Analytic Geometry of
Wahl' College Frei&nen Engi.
noee*g and the Indication of See
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possible Improvenmts Advisable in
Their Secondary School itiathanatics
Courses. (Ed.D., 1%7, Ting Tells-
sylvania State University, University
Park.)

Major lac
Patrick.

I

Adviser. Robert B.

Pro Itkent. To develop an instrument
to predict a student's probable teumess in
analytic gemintry, and, as a result of
anallpg the clam to indicate some

imp to advisable In smite
of the students' secondary school
mathematics purse.

Procviure. Four tests of comparable
difficulty were devised to hist tin stu-
cknts' command of 34 comes, eimsRieved
by tbe investigatm and a jury of expeits
to be needed kir stwoess in analytic
geonwtry. Eadi of the four sfttioin of
the freshman stmlemts of the 1%6 chin
cif Painsylvania State University who
were moiled in eagimering, cluemistry
and physks, mineral indostritm, and agri-
cultural engineering took case- of the four
tests; an extensive matistical analysis was
carried out.

Major Findings and Conclusions.
&wienb need (1) Rune insetke insg
*harm symbok other than minims,
(2) a bow undavanding definkimuk
and relatiomiripe, (3) licwe experkinee
in analyzing preMemi, (4) nnre experi-
nice in applying informed= to new
situations.. sad (5) more motley in
making association and genraliing.

Kira, NICHOLAS PAUL A Co
Two Metes of Teini&g Algebra

in the Nimh Grade. (PhD, 1958,
the University of Clikago, CU:ago,
*Minas.)

Major Faculty Adtdser. Mauritx:
Hartung.

Problion. ---- To eas*are the effat44
can of teatian. *aka in E the fbve half
of the chat, grade fry a mmetimd *oaring
aggaaiwicut artmui °maid waylig amt-
tx with t h e -traditional appeuh.

Procure. In eimli of fire schools
the same tewinr taught, two clasoft
emnpara.bk in firstp-edirted rat:temi7
sinneoer ninth puts algrAlra.. Both the
concept group and the traditional group
consisted of 131 studentz. At the be-
giniung of the 17-week exikerinunit eirch
teacher cAlt&e4 data from the school
retvrds and 'administtveA a spec
constructed attitude scale and an instru-
ment for ;summing inte4w4L. At tiw end
of the expelimental period the tear
used the Seattle Motu* Test for tiw
End of the First Half, a test to maw*
timi undemanding of the nature of math-
(=Adel; and reptuted tin use of the
attitude scale and interest instrunnnt.

'11* tratlital group used a standard
textivok and the ctmcept group used a
specially prepared manuteri

Major Fitstlings wed Concialions.
(1) There was ru, statkaleally significant
Me/ewe beween tin twt; grasps as far
as manipulative skill was concerned.
(2) The cvncerd group summed the
traditional pony by a umiak:ally eigniff
cant amount in its uncktrstanding of the
nature of matimnatks. (3) The score*
on the acute and llama imftrunumts
cihki not differ significantly betweini the
two grmps. (4) Tin nuns &WM the
teimber in the cow method, tin wait-
er Ives tin bninovesrmet in the areas
'mitigated. (5) A sligk modifwatkm of
the concept appowli produced scores in
manipulative skill eAtuil to thaw achieved
in the traditional amoiw,h.

'Amon, Mame T. A Twelfth Year
Mathematks Prwram for Hunter
CoMsge High School. (Ed.D.,
1958, Umbers Colkse, Cori
Univeriity, New York, N. Y.)

Major Faculty Adtiser. Myron
ostikopf.

To -fineaulate Nair
Caw High &bag a make* maths=
stalks -oetwee for studeme who are fait*
in. a 4ayout anjiatereit SOVIS110.1 alig
who have ownpkeed the 1lth year of Pk.
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York State's integrated matimuaties pro-
gram (interme4iste algebra and plane
tr*nonetry).

Procedure. The litegature on gifted
students was studied. Twelfth-Trier matt-
esnatics programs in Isom other schools
were examinexi. The hktory of t math-
emetics curriculum at the selool was re-
vrotie4i. A set of criteria for determining
a 12th-year mathematics program at the
aw! was selected. Alternative coursers

IMO tested *pima these erimis. An
caglim of the rffloposell mime, as well
as suggestifflui for iinplementaticas and
evaluation, was ckeskped.

Major FintliNgs sad Conciasiolus A
course in mathematical analysis waned
mat desirable, Seminar wwk and in-
dividual projects were incorporated into
the course.

Rmarkim) Baontsa Craft, F.S.C.
A Study of the I fini&sering
Clime at Maukuan College. (MA,
1958, Manhattan cellege. New )(wit,
N.Y.)

Major Faculty Adiser. Remold
Brother C. John, F.S.C.'

Problem To illustrate the mathe-
matical trattuunit of a mass of data by
cktennining the value of certain tests for
predkbting mem of togimiming freeb
orn at the end of tbe flrf# *mown%

Procedure. --- The distribution of the
worts of 2.0 (realm= ca cestain predic-
tive teift were meted for nomality.
Qu'relatkos were foam' between as
"Index of Succe..0atthe end of one
semester with (a) scores on the Q-test
of the A.C.E. for college freasom; (b)
tire P.EA.T. tag; and (c) mathematics
ewes gm the Nets oftbe College
EldraiNI6 rizainialkas Bent

- 4

Ma* Filsot out Cimeissiosio-- It
ma Wad that the Qienon P.EA.T.
score viers fitirly good pedietwa. The
nuitheinatks $ome en the C.E.E.B. tt
had a low correlation with the 'Wks of
Swam"
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LESSINGLA, MICAIALL 1.40h. An Evalua-
tion of an Enriched Program in
Teaching &mown' to Gifted Stu-
dents. 1957, University of
California, Los Angeles-)

Ma Facuiry Adrisfr. May
Seagoe.

Problem. To iiire4tigate the deign,
implementation, and evaluation of an
enrici progrant2in geometry for gifted
students.

Proceiure. Gifte4 students of 118
I.Q. or above studied during the second
semester all enrichmezt exes6res en-
titled Generality and Greek Thought.
Funetkan and Algebraic Loci; Models
awl Mathematics; Observation and Classi-
fication; Axioms, Postulates and Alge-
iwa; and Frames of Reference. A
traitml itrEmp, taught by the same teach-
er, was tank the same geometric ma.
terial as the first group but did not
study the enrichment exercises.

Major Fiadiags and Coisciasions.
The experimental group (1) showed a
better grasp of subject maul (2) deo-
onstrawd a ireater mdentandift of
lustbensatice in general; (3) had greater
ability to apply geometry to Woes fields :

(4) developed noire emotivity and origi-
nality; (5) did me better than the control
group in assimilating new mathematical
material and In appreciating mathematics.

Lowsupt, Louts G. An Investigation
to Determine Interesting kaivities
for a Mat.hgenatkxs Club on the Tenth
Great Level, at Union High School,
Union, NJ. (1958, Montclair State
Colktge, UppeT Mmtclair, NJ.)

Problem. To work out a jump= of
activities ftm a royeative asthmatics
club in the amkor h*h school of Union,
N.J.

Procedure.-- Timmy prenthcted =ath-
eism** were mowed 134 dm
donut bt of 10i grade jig's*
geometry Union High Saud. The
endow' tad the topits in mins of
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in tejeL Sixty five teachers in neighbor

ing counti.. ranked the topics as to their

fitness for mithematk. cIuIs

Major Fialinjs ani Conduiio*s - The

live categories from wkkh the topics

were selected were: (1) fIeld trips; (2)

industri*I uli project*, such as the toma.

bawk triector; (3) pw m*thematics

such as elementary topolo&y ; (4) xecr
tionti mithemitics; and (5) history of

Insthema tics.

%f*DoL&, JAMU EDWARD. Junior College

Ma them&t ics for the Semi. Pro fesion -

*1 Ener. ( M £ ., 1 958, fllinois

Siate Nwina.I University, Normal)

Ms/or Faculty Adv&ser. - T. F. Rine.

Problem. To determine the seed for

reráAion of the mathematics pmgrtm of

the junior eollee with rpect to the

. training of Wm1prOfrs&iOZ&1 engineers.

Procedure. Catalogues of the public

colleges of flhinois were sna)yd
I0 determine what matbenatics is now

being offered. An analysis was made of

the ranking by beads of the ezin.eiing

d.i*rtinents of various industrial firms

of the nhi. of certain msthemstk*I

topics in the profr.skn.J training of

emion&I engineer

Major Fissdi*gs and Conclzøiions. -

Trigonometry, college algebra, analytic

geometry, and the cakulus hive been the

mathematics eour. taken by students

pre*ring to be .eniprofesslonal eagi.

fleeTs. Not l*tT than 1956 intermediate

algebra had bee. addid to this list. Fur

dhs tethnkia chemk
technk drafting technkian, and engi.
oeóring a. have beame important
_oas. of the 3443 persons employed
in ibs engineering departments we

training in engineering. More than one.
fourth ire hh school graduate wkh

: less than 2 years of such traIning Nest.
11ie.sIztbhà,eIemthaa4yesrsof
tvalning at the oollege leveL

Th p.oes rankàig the importance of

L

mathematics for .emiprofeuional engi

neers were emily dived u to whether

the mathematics preparstion was ad..

quilt. The subjects r.t fiequently

checked . for importance weze trigonome.

try, algebra, solid gmetry, plane geome
try, and analytic geometry, in that order.

Of the 162 topics listed, nearly half wexe

rated of me baiue, and more than

onefourth of much value.

MiLJOI, HZLLN ELLL&UTH. Det*nIÜnI.

tiot of SpecAfic Prb1emSolving
TechniqUe. a a d Their Relation

to PibIem*Sotving in Fifth
Grade Arithrnetic. (MEd., 1957,

Unive.rwity of Wa.shington, Sesnic.)

Mi/or F.&ty Airsfr. - Alice H.

Hayden.

Problem. ( I ) To determine the ape'

ciii thni. for solving written verbal

problems in ftye fifth rsde II4tILIThetiC

teitbooks, and (2) to di.coirr the rela.

tionship, if any. between these techniques

and the content of the bookw.

Procdute. - The prüblernohring tecb

It_ were located and the pnblents

classified according to their degree of

unity about a topic of social significance.

Malor Findings iis4 CoRdk4eJ$&

There was no marked relationship be.

tween the 28 techziiques and th quality

level, in terms of the social significance

of the problem material. The grests
number of applications of the techniques

were to prUbIem..OIVIng involving del.

intl. and messunment1, 'Analyae the'

pniblems orally" wu the technique

*uested most frequently.

McCuicuoN, Gso.cz J. An Analytical

Stedy of Achievet In Grade 8
General Sce.ce and in Grade Eight

Ceaeral Mithei"tIcs in Minnesota

Public Schools. (Ph.D., 1957, Uni-

verslty of Minnesota, Mi,neapol,..)
,

Mmj.r F*4sy Adf p. 0.

Johnson,

Problem. To collect and an1 data

1

p

.. . 4

_k
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about pupils, teachers, s n d schools
through classes in mathematics and sci-
ence as taught at the eighth grade level
in a ranckm sample of
M inDeileil Schools.

Procedure. The tests in science and
matimmatics, the teacher questionnaires,
and teacher lop" were especially con-
mructed for the study. The intelligence
quotient was measured with the Otis
Quick Scoring Test. Professional litera-
ture and research investigations were
audio& Pretests and poatests were giv-
en 6 nsonths apart in the case of maim-
!Italia' and 4 month, apart in the case of
science. Eleven thousand sets of muden1
test data were obtained. Eighty schods
were in the sample.

Major Radii and Conciasions (for
mathematics onlit). (1) Thee* was no
statistically significant difkrence between
the 'Dean final achievement in mathema-
tics betweem boys and girls in 72 Min-
nesota public schook. (2) There was a
statistically signifioant difference in mean
final achievement in mathematics be-
twees schools wimsn adjusted for in-
equalities in :wan pretest some and in
mean, intelligence quotiensts. (3) Time
was is statistically significant difference
'in mean final whkivement in mathematics
between the top midak and kw 5 per-
omit of the pupils in terms of intelligerwe
quotients. (4) In the sample, 60 percent
of the schools had statistically isignifkant
gains in nothanatice achievement; 37
percent showed insignificant gains; 3
percem showed a loss. (5) The middle

percent seemed to gain nxwe mathe-
matics information than the high or low
5 7percent

McFkauxo, Stem MARY Finn. Re-
visiat and Curriculum Dmmlopment
In Mathematics from First Grade
through College. (1951k Saint
Xavier College, (lient% ElioWs.)

holden. To den*, a revkped math,
eniatice curriculum. frorn first grade
through college.
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Precasts. Since 1952 the faculty of
St. Xavier College has been working on
the problem of cunicuitun revision in
=them tics.

Me* Findings and Conclusions.
(1) At the elennntary level the trestmat
of multiplicatkrn and division as inverse
operationi should be given greater em-
phasis. The cumulative, amociative and
distributive laws should be taught at
appropriate levels. The notion of a frac-
tion as a ratio should be given more
attention. (2) At the secondary level a
course in algebra and simple number
theory should prove more interesting than
gewral mathematics. The treatment of
magnitude and proof should be extended
more to mathematics less outmoded than
Euclid's geonwry. Courses for a 4-year
high school program should be math&
matics of number, mathematics of magni-
tude, analytic gemetry applied to physics,
and mathematics coordinated, respective-
ly. (3) At tite.adlege level four COUnek
geared to varying ability and background,
are proposed for the freshman year:
Elementary mathematics and methods for
the future elenientary school teacher;
systems of matimmatics, a survey course
for those who have a good background
but who will probably not use mathema-
tics directly; college mathematics, a tra-
ditional course for those who will make
extensive applications of mathematics;
and introduction to mathematical analysis
for the better prepared student.

Moon, DONALD ALaurr. Current Meth-
ods of Introducing and Giving Mean-
ins to the Notation of Decimal
Fractions. (KU., 1957, College of
Education, The Ohio State Unaivenity,
Columba.)

Maier Faculty Adtiser. Nathan
Lear.

ProOkm. To investigate the methods
of introducing and giving meaning to the

of decimal fractiosui.

Procedwv. Tbe origin and develop-
ment of the Damian fix decimal low
flow were reviewed. Modern dismiss in
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the methods of introducing the ai
were studied. r4e bnithocAt eerie* were
analysed kt downtime the development
of the 0011NWia esenitial for udrstami
ing decimal freciiionL An analm6 the
deveklemens of d6mal fractwn Datum
in fifth ruts aritlimAgw books less mouie.

M. Findingi 4 C=PiriaL
Derinud frft-tions are intledneed as an-
other way of writing coenm ftwicon.,
or as an ettimetion of our nettke kg-
whole number& Textbo oks fail to die.

tretop cxgtomte of IOLhe am! 100tbs be6e
introducing the (kennel romatkat. They
also fail to Kali& a rationale ft the
mAation.

It 6 recommtmr6(1 that the aheziis be
toed tn develop the rationale. How this
can be done illinetawd.

OTk!NWZLL, JWIA RT. LAV6 of
AriihibeLie Adibrralaila,

Wit&rd Arkumetic, and Prohlent-
Solvig Bohaveir Sunni by Preepee-
the Dementary Tfachows. (

1958, 'The Peaseyivania 'State
Univewsky, University Park.)

M. Faciiiky ClyAte G.
CcalL

Prttiest. To *army three teams
wilkis may inflow* the taktim's, efhoc .

tivennse in teaching aritinnetk to
deementary *clod (lilting,: (a) twhieve.-
meat in aritimsetk, (b) attitude
toward aritkenetk and (c) aritimwtkal
prtklem-edving be,

Promisee. One hundred nine ele
mentary edocatiest senkini at the Penn-
sylvania Soft Univeraty took the
Califrainia Ackkvemend Test and Rem-
mere Attitude Toward At S Sub-" They also worked 10 relgamt
from the Califewnis Te while their
ettamsnents ahem their puce:awes and
methods in proienseeavuqg we
tape-wnkel.

Meiew FiaingS end Condones& (1)

The mean for arithatak mAieventesd
13.14; stutkiMs with 4 years of Idgii

ocheo4 samAmsmatime em*de the b

OOMMML ( 2) Foldvigs of like ..nd &shirr

for nmmimmmaume um, net &may r6fted

be flio member of years el numlumme

tam. (3) The was link sat diner=

moo en the attitude hrwerd

and web1en-4arin4 ( 4) Auk-ink
ward ark and like or &dike tor

rimmetit sortimi to be di fferent
attitihkia.

WHAM CARL D. The svi-we
mum of Nib .S44)ool %R
MALMO Teimiofts Saemd
Sckwoh of Kansu. t MS, 1956,
Fcwt Hers Kama* &ow Cotkire,
Ham)

Weiar F&-nity
Wood.

To &tamale 1) tlik
anktunt of resin-rim p,sniAo n astir
eat oomplewd by nuitheimatios
teem* in dews A bb wheals of
Kansas, and (2) wt the Nteperstien oi
Amu within* silonki be_

Proceiste, Quegionsaires were smi
to 126 h igh e cia s ol t e mib e r a. 150 scha-
64nitos. and SO maw
instrctors. The aneilrn to

were analysed.

Fisurusgs sad Cesiciaisiosts.
Fifty-aim* et the bilet school moca*
responding Mdicitiod dun they bad
ma** in mathematic'. snbe range
seteestei. boars 44 mathematics among all
high 'scitool sencbas reepomeng extended
frees 12 te *moiler knees whit a Bean
a 31 hoarse

Of the college instructors. 90 pares
and of the adminietratoes, 87 patina

wanted kigis eciso4 and caw
malice revierAl along tho haw of modern
mathematics. Of the mathematic* weds
era, 66 love taken at least sae collet*
mthematics course in the last 10 years.

POST. RUM A Study *1 Certain
Factors Moak. the Untimemmibig
of Verbal IN4Lleass ha Arkimmetic.
(MD, M. TeseAers
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RtI4i. JotJ, FP4LLt?I. At A1e
brsn Approtc to Phne
I M.A 1%. Iowa Stiti,

(:oikt11 Ced&r F&Jk)

Fuity 4dtür. Irvin H.
l4ntn,.

P(DIern= To deiez= what *n
an*iflk inetP &ni -,phin could
hare in 4bhthi4 a link btwen hit
rbco! &I4rbTI $fld plane tntry.

PfcedkJf. The hiry of sn,Jyi
jciTV **d p. p Ang w a s r4ie4.
The netig*ter u * e d an

vlotIndwork to be Iste cmhi teed with
yntbthc metbt4* in tr&ditIOTXIJ geometry.
Sti equthuiei, ü*quaIitie &itd rapb
ing on at hatin units wr
in contrucün ie groimdwozk

Mt Fin4ir,p ai.4 Condiioss.
The nLaIerith deeJrped indtcatc definite

pouibihtI for in sIgehrsic approach to

hi4b cooJ geo nwtzy. Peilpe three or
four eters of sigebri abould preoede
the geometi7 in order to deiclop the
necessi7 algebraic fltUl*7e

A

Rct&*, PAUL VzN1(?. Some O1*eva-
lions on the Vilue of Reutoeneou,

-.
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Grouping to Achievement in :11even-
th G r a d e Mathematics. (Ed.D.,
1957, Teachers College, Columbia
University, New York, N. Y.)

f:-
Major Faculty Adviser. M. F.

Rosskopf.
I

Problem. To determine the effects
of different grouping methods on the
mathematical achievement of seventh
grade students.

Irorednre. In Fairlawn, N. J., six
classes in seventh grade mathematics
were formed To that each had one of
these characteristics: students of low IQ,
students of low mathematics achievement,
students of high mathematics achieve-
ment, students low in reading ability, stu-
dents considered immature, and students
above average in social maturity. A
standardized mathematics achievement
test was given at the beginning and end
of the school year; the results were used
to calculate the gains in achievement.
It was possible to match only within 10
IQ points a student in a homogeneous
group with a student from one of the
other groups. Relative difference among
gains of paired students were analyzed.
These comparisons together with faculty
evaluations of the groups constituted the
observations of the study.

Major Findings and Conclusions. 411

The use of homogeneous grouping did not
seem to have any direct influence on
students achievement in mathematics.

Teachers recommended that the enroll:
ment in slow groups bt: limited to 14 per
class, and that low-achieving students
with emotional problems, or poor atti-
tudes, or work habits he kept out of the
slow grove.

ROUGHEAD, WILLIAM GEORGE. An Ex-
periment in Tenth Grade Modern
Mathematics. (M.S. in Ed., 1958,
Illinois State Normal University,
Normal.)

Major Faculty Adviser. Francis R.
Brown.

4

Problem. (1) To prepare college
level materials on modern mathematics
for use by the average tenth grade stu-
dent. (2) To test the suitability of thtme
for such students.

Procedure. A unit including an in-
troduction to set theory, Venn diagrams,
and the graphing of inequalities and
equations was developed and taught for
6 weeks to an unselected, average, 10th
grade class. Evaluation consisted of
observations by the teacher and apprais-
als of the changes in scores on tests of
attitudes and knowledge given before
and after the 6 weeks period.

Major Findings and Conclusions.
(1) Certain college level materials on
modern mathematics can be successfully
taught to average tenth grade' students.
(2) These topics were of high interest
to these students. (3) Greater under-
standing of basic mathematial concepts
can be achieved through the modern
topics than through 4be traditional topics.
(4) The achievement of the class was
average as far as the traditional topics
were concerned.

Rows., JACK L General Mathematics for
Terminal Students in California
Junior Colleges. (Ed.D., 1957,
University of Colorado, Boulder.)

.VIajor Puculty Adviser. Harold M.
Anderson.

Problem. To develop and evaluate a
course in nontransferrable general math-,
ematics for terminal students of
California junior colleges.

Procedure. A study was made of
recommendations and findings of relevant
investigations of the past few years. A

questionnaire organized to select objec-
tives, content, ind organization of the
Nurse was developed and validated by
16 experts. This instrument was sent to
the mathematics instructors of all Cali.
fornia junior colleges, 198 terminal col-
lege junior college students in two
California junior colleges, and 150 recent
graduates of a California junior college.
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Two experimental classes, two claim* in
business mathematics, and two 1

classes not taking mathemat. were
matched nn their scores on the Coopera-
tive School and College Ability Test.

Major Findings and Conclusions.
From the questionnaire responses a syl-
labus was developed for the course.
The main topics were : review of funda-
mental processes of arithmetic ; percent-
age and its applications; business and
consumer concepts ; budgeting ; graphs;
elementary algebra ; units of measure
ment ; *estimation and approximation;
problem solving; and the role of
mathematics in the world today.

It was concluded : (1) There was a
need for such a general mathematics
course; (2) the experimental classes
made significant gains in achievement in
comparison with the other group; (3)
the course provided practical and useful
experience in mathematics; (4) these
students were able to learn considerable
mathematics, in spite of opinions to the
contrary.

RU, LONIE R. Growth of Elementary
School Teachers in Arithmetical
Understandings through Inservice
Procedures. (Ph.D., 1957, Ohio
State University, Columbus.)

Major Faculty Adviser. Ruth Streit".

Problem. (1) To develop inservice
procedures for promoting growth in arith-
metical understandings; (2) to determine
the extent to which these procedures
were effective; (3) to recommend pro-
cedures for an inservice program intended
to improve arithmetic teaching on the
elementary school.

Procedure. Fourteen groups of
teachers in service (116) voluntarily took
a test of basics mathematical understand-
ings. The inservice procedures centered
around all eight-seasion course, given
within each of four school systems and
devoted to they development of 72 entir-e,.

tnetical understandings. A variety of
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teaching aids were used in the course.,
The effectiveness of the inservice course
was measured by: (1) a lest of basic
mathematical understandings: (2) teach-
er conferences ; (3) teacher question-
naires; (4)" teacher summaries; (5)
observations from classroom visitations;
and (6) teacher opinion check lists.

Major Findings -tend Conclusions.
Teacher growth in arithmetical under-
standing resulted. A variety of means in
measuring understanding are necessary;
the written summary was very effective.
Knowledge of the basic concepts among
the teachers increased with the grade
level at which they taught Principals
have a better understanding of arithmetic
than teachers. Teachers at all levels have
a poor understanding of fractions and the
rationale of computation. Availability of
of teaching aids and experience in their
ur are needed for the effective use of
t&m.

Recommendations for such an inservice
course are : (1) the basic arithmetical
understandings should be inventoried as
an initial step; (2) particigition in the
course should be voluntary; (3) inservice
credit should be given; (4) discussion
and class participation should be utilized;
(5) application of what is learned to
classroom teaching should be emphasiz-
ed; (6) the sessions should be no more
than an hour and a half in duration;
(7) the class size should not exceed, 20;
(8) the course should cut across grade
levels; (9) the course should be given
during the early part of the year; (10)
conferences and classroom visitations
should be used during and at the end of
the course to provide additional help to
the teachers.

SA II AI, PRIM NATII. Arithmetic Compe-
tencies Possessed by Prospective
Elementary Teachers of India. (MA.,
1958, Iowa State Teachers College,
Ceder Falls.)

Major Fskulty Adviser. E. W.
Hamilton.
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Problem. To investigate the arith-
metic performance of prospective eke-
mentary teachers in India, wing as a
criterian the performance of prospective
teachers in training at Iowa State
Teachers College.

Procedure. The similarity of the
prospective elementary school teacintrs of
India in many respects to those in the
Iowa Suite Teacher College was shown.
A 30-itan test dealing with ratio, formu-
las, place-value notatimi, fraction con-
cepts and two step canimtation was
constructed and adminkswred to 90 Iowa
students just starting a first course in
the teaching of arfthmet!c. The same
test was translated into the mother
tongue and given te 127 students at
three insdtutions reinventing three di
fount 'bilking programs for elementary
teachers in India.

Major Findings and Conclusions. --
One Indian school scored significantly
above, and two schools scored signifi-
cantly ..behow the lows State Teachers
College.

The Indian schools treat inadequately
certain notions, such as the sero con-
cept, negative numbas, irrational num-
bers, and geometric *wept*. The idea
of interest on _MOW was taught more
effectively in all Indian schools than at
the Iowa State Teachers College.

&MUD, FINUS. Calculus Through TV.
(1958, Boston university, Boston.)

Probes. To test the effedivabeas
-of teaching calculus through television.

Procedure. A one-esseester intro-
ductory college course in the calculus
was presented on television. Twenty
lectures of one hour duration were given.
Discussion meetings were held in the
smile weekly.

Major riadisis out Cosciusiass.
The kdevisiomityup learned the-calculus
slightly better than the regular claw-
rows group. It is suggested that the
reason for this may be betterpreplred
lectures.

Seems*, Lulu= LmtoY. Practices and
Trendy in the Teactting of Secondary
School Mathematics. (EcI.D., 1958,

Univmsity, Bloomington.)-

Major Faculty Adviser. Philip Peak.

Problem To determine the extent
to which current practices in the tomb-
ink of secondary-school mathenatku
agreed with the results of certain
research studies and proposals.

l'rocedure. Proposals of authorities
concerning pactices, in the teaching of
secondary school mathemadics were used
to construct questionnaire in the areas
of aims, curriculum, methods, and evalu-
slim, ind it was validahscl. This in-
strumoW was sent to a 10 permed sample
of all secondary schools in the 20 states

the Noth Central Association. The
practices hound in nee, irons the re-
ponses w the questkmnaire, were tested
for their ccanpatilaky irkit the proposals
of the authorities.

Major FiadUags Conclasiou.
(1) The authorities and the schools

.agreed, in general, on the aims of in-
structioa. (2) Oa methods and
tic. the 'grounded .ups spotty high
M aeon items xi low ea odors. (3)
The two peeps teachms who isatflved
mot closely the practises ncenunended
by the expats were time who taught
mathermies during the major part of the
sthool day and these who were noshing
one or awe types of wofessinsal assist-
ance in the teaching. (4) The larger
schools awl the city public *amok tend-
ed to follow the recommended practices
more cleoely than the moaner selsools,
(5) Many welchers had ioadempmft class-
room equipment and poor binary facili-
tin. (6) Multipltrack programs ware
welestalgisbed sad in or*seise. (1)
Many teachers ish that their msdaminaties
programs were inadeopiee.

SE Dfflgieta Le be Al Exporbsepal
Stay of Acideventese in Adam&
and the Time Allotted to the De-
velopment of II eastogs and
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Individual Practice. (Ph.D., 1958,
Louisiana State University, Baton
Rouge.)

Major Faculty Adviser. George H.
Deer.

Problem. To determine whether
variations in the class time devoted to
developmental activities and to hxlivkinal
practice work affects achievement in
arithmetic.

Procedure. Four classes in each of
the grades four, five, and six were given
a distinct treatment. One a the four
treatments involved devoting 75 percent
of class time to developmental work, a
second 60 pgroent, a third 40 percent, and
a fourth 25 percent. Each of the 12 sec-
tions was separated into three levek of
mental ability. A staulardised achieve-
meat test was given before and at the
end of 12 weeks to appraise changes In
arithmetic undentanding, conputational
skill, problem-solving, and total achieve-
ment. Analysis of covariance was used
to adjust final test saxes in term of
initial test scores.

Major Findings and onclusions.
(1) Groups devoting 75 percent 'and 60
permit of class dme to developmental
work ac.hieved a significantly bid total
score than those devoting a lesser percent
of class time to such wok. These groups
showed similar supowiority with respect
to gales in =demanding arithmetic and
in computational skill. (2) To were
no significant differences in ;nobles-
solving. (3) The results described in
(1) end (2) were similar at the three
ability irels.

Snuu.. Foot Dwain. R000mmesdatione
for Secondary liedbammios ka Os-
lintio Illinois. ( M.S. is Ed 195.4
Illinois State Normal thrivereity,
Note)

Major Faculty 4iviser. Francis R.

-Problem To determine whether the
proper niathematkat eeneepte skills
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are being taught in t b e Oswego
Community High School.

Procedure. An analysis of the liter,-
tuie dealing with major mathematical
curricular reorganization since 1900 led
to general recommendations for setting
up a mathematics curriculum. Of the
eighty, members of groups associated with
apiculture, small benions, industry, and
colleges contacted, 56 replied to a ques-
tiomaire on the mathemenlcal funda-
mentals. that should be erignsised.

Major Findings and ConOsions.
(1) Among the four groups questiored
there was agreement about the mathe-
matical fundamentals. (2) The colleges
and industries desire advansed nntbe-
nutical training. (3) The "mocken
mathematical approank" was approved
for its general educed** value. (4)
Critkal thinking is *maimed one of
the most important products of mathe-
matkal training. (5) There is a need
kw basic mathematical training in the
fundamental processes.

&LUX, INA MAIL. The Use of Ratio or
Fractional. Thinking to Explore: Col-
lections in Momentary Arithmetic.
(M.A., 1958, Iowa State Teachers
Golfe, Cedar Falls.)

Major Fa city Adviser. H. C.
Trimble.

Problems. To test the hypothesk that
the ratio appramh will provide no dif-
ferent piniormance in certain elementary
aritiumic situation Asa the fractional
a.ppeacb.

Procedure. A teat was derked to
compare the effectiveness of the ratio
and fractional approaches in dealing with
parts of a collectkm. This test was given
to 203 fifth firs& p.pih in the schools of
Cedar Falls, Iowa.

Mme. Findings mei Cosciassiens.
The ratio approach war easier than the
frasdena wreath. U (c) =4- lbw
the eitaisive hnaAving 44, as tie
menewe were easier to eehe by the
mi. swarth. .
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If the numbers in were small,
like thirds or fourths, there was no
difference in the difficulty of the two
approaches. However, if the numbers
involved were lOs or 100s, and the parts
were 10ths or 100ths, the ratio approach
was easier.

SOLE, DAvm. The Use of Materials in
the Teaching of Arithmetic. (PhD.,
1957, Teachers College, Columbia
University, New York, N. Y.)

Vajor Faculty Adviser. -- Howard F.
Fehr.

Problem. To determine whether the,
use of a variety of materials in the
teaching of an arithmetic topic produces
better results than the use of only one
material.

Procedure. Twelve classes consist-
ing of 240 children were used in the
experiment. A variety of materials was
used in some classes and in other classes
only one material. The achievement
results were compared.

Major Findings and Conclusions.
Using a variety of materials does not
produce better results than using only
one material if both procedures are used
foj the same duration. The effectiveness
of the learning of arithmetic depended
more on the teacher than on the materials
used.

SORENSON, DIANE LEE. A Concept of
Area: Two Approaches. (MA.,
1957, Iowa State Teachers College,
Cedar Falls.)

Major Faculty Adviser. E. W.
Hamilton.

Problem. To compare the effects
of two procedures in teaching area

Procedure. Thirty-two fifth grade
Iowa children in the 100-110 intelligence
text score range and with a minimum
grade reading level of 3.5 were separated
into two groups of 16 children each. In
method I the experiences were repetitions

of finding the areas of rectangular fig-
ures. In method H the other 16 children
were asked to find areas of varied irreg.
ular figures. Shortly after the instruc-
tion period, each of the 32 children was
tested to see if he could (1) recognize
area situations in verbal and diagram
form; (2) find area; and (3) define
area.

Major Findings and Conclusions.
The two methods resulted in no signifi-
cant differences. Method II seemed to
develop more ability in recognizing and
finding areas of selected figures, although
both groups did about equally well in
recognizing area in verbal situations.

SPOONER, GEORGE A. A Comparative
Study of Two Methods of Placing
the Decimal Point ill the Quotient of
Two Numbers. (Ed.D., 1958, Teach-
ers College, Columbia University,
New York, N. Y.)

Major Faculty Adviser. H. F. Fehr.

Problem. To compare, at the sixth
grade level, two methods of locating the
decimal point in Ithe quotient of division
examples involving mixed decimal
numbers and decimal fractions.

Procedure. Method A involves
changing the divisor to a whole number
by multiplying the divisor and dividend
by the same power of 10. The decimal
point is placed in the quotient above tiw
decimal point in the new dividend.
Method B involves first adding zeros to
the dividend until the number of decimal
places in it equals or exceeds time in
the divisor. The division is performed
as if all the numbers were whole num-
bers. If the number of decimal places
in the dividend is greater than tiw
number of decimal places in the divisor,
the difference in these numbers repre-
sents the 'number of decimal places in
the quotient.

After 12 periods of meaningful in-
struction in the two method A and the
two method B classes, the four sixth
grade groups were given a criterion test.
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This consisted of 14 examples requiring
only the location of the decimal point
in the quotient and adding mos, if
necessary, and six verbal pftlkans of a
division type. In the latter a complete
solution was required including especially
the meaningful labeling of answers.

Majw Findings and Conclusions.
(1) There wrnie no differences between
the results of mcAsch# A and B with
respect to aocuracy is solving the 14
divisicm examples. (2) With temect to
the waning given to the answers to the
verbal problems three statistically signifi-
cant differences favored method B. (3)
With respect to the time used ir compu-
tation three statistically significant
differences favored method B.

STU*, DONALD. A Study of Hoinogem-
on& Grouping of College Mathematics
Classes (M.Ed., 1%7, The Ohio She
University, Columbus.)

Maier Faculty Adviser. Nathan
Lazar.

Problem. To determine the extent
to which the homogeneous grouping of
students of mathematics might provide
for the needs of stmients of varying
ability.

Procedure. Tbe literature was re-
viewed. Representatives of the math*
natia departments of Ohio State
Universfty, CaStal University, Ohio Wes-
leyan University, and Denison University
were hiterviewed.

*No Fiabsee dog Comcinsions. --
Homogeneous grouping is used in may
college& Senn oellese hoPlamma k
through separate comes for diffimeat
levels of ability, and preparation. Large
schools *is able to provide bemegeneeas
sectioas width' many d their eiseasatut
comes.

Scene ia milkman piaceikent tests
mem to be the bed erftarias for pintas
the stadia& &how fir estmiqg fee&
any gado in Nevins amnia is eel
legs law Ana &mess of
otedigeis aptitude NM aid idea Woe'

of
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credits and grades are also used but are
often found' to be unreliable.

TOMPKINS, SYDNEY WINANS. The De-
velopment of Arithmetic as an Me-
=ataxy School Subject. (FALD.,
1958, Teachers College, Columbia
University, New York, N. Y.)

Major Faculty Adviser.. Howard F.
Fehr.

Problem. To trace the changes in
arithmetic education during the first half
of the twentieth century.

Procedure. The investigator reviewed
the leading educational theorks, the
work of the most pituninent arithmetic
educators, awlj, sum* of courses and
textbooks wittier during the period from
the late 19th to tivit'mkicik of the 20th
century.

Major Findings ea aniclasions.
Dewey's inflame on tbe development of
the activity wag= and the project
usetiwd led to an arithinetk program
based mi physical meawremont and
children's experiences. In the 1920's in-
terpreter's of E. L Thoredike's work
Wiwi an arithmetic based on abstract
drill and a social utility appeal* the
would limit arithmetic to that needed
in everyday life. In the 1930's Brownell's
anigasis on meaning and understanding
dominated thinking about arithmetic in-
struct*. Since 1940 the accepted theory
has become a oimignation of the 'meow
ing theme' and aortal* aspects of the
drill theory indicated * research and
experience to meet the wobles of vary-
ing in some of the
19001950 theories and maims were due
to overempbao on the psyclw&gical to
the neglect of mathematical conakiern-
time. The peer achievement in arkh-
metk was due, to teacbms poorly trained
in arithmetic a*d pedagogy. Child pay-
&elegy has ,bad a benefisial effect on
widow's katekg- in its emphmie ea
tiseigalas lemming activities and meter-
lab kawiti with the maturity of the
imam
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TRIMBLAY, CLIFFORD WILLIAM. Topolo-
gy: A One-Group Experiment in
High School. (1957, Montclair State
College, Upper Montclair, N. J.)

Problem. To develop, teach, and
evaluate a unit on topology for 10th
grade students.

Procedure. A unit on topology con-
sisting of traversable and nontraversable
networks, the Koenigsburg Bridge prob-
lem, pules of a topological nature, and
one-sided surfaces, was developed and
taught to 28 students in a second year
algebra class in Hackensack High School.

About a day and a half was spent
in introducing and discuning t h e
material of the four units.

A test over the material was given
before the instructional period and at
the end of the second day.

Major Findings and Conclusions.
The students showed by their questions
and statements that they were interested
in the material. The mean gain be-
twain test and retest was 16.5 ; tiw
mean of the scores on the first test was
80, and on this retest 96.

The test did not seem to have a dif.
ficulty range large enough to extend the
better students.

TURNRY, BILLY L. An Evaluation of
Selected Teaching Aids for Plane
Geometry. (Ed.D., 1957, College of
Education, University of Houston,
Houston, Texas.)

Major rwulty AJdssr.
Yost.

p-

Problem. To determine the value of
certain selected teachilig aids for plane
geometry, and the use of them

Procedure. An inquiry form designed
to secure illustration, and brief descrip-
tions of ' devices particularly helpful in
the teaching of place geometry was sent
to 1,000 *no geometry mochas in se-
lected schools of Arkansas. Mahone,
and Texas. The result was 121 teaching
aids, many of them original with the

senders. An sit-man jury of experts in
the field of study then evaluated the aids

. as a learning aid, an instructional aid,
awl a practical aid.

Major Findings and Conclusions.
(1) The use of teaching aids in plane
geometry is not widespread. (2) Rear -

eons found for not using these aids were:
(a) lack of adequate storage facilitie4:
( b) lack of adequate time for con-
structing the aids ; (c) lack of money;
(d) inconvenience of usage: and (e)
isei of convenient sources of such aids.
(3) These aids should not be emstructed
for the sake of du, aid. (4) Many of
these aids have multiple uses.

URBANCRIC, Josat 3. Arithmetic 'Teach-
ing Techniques. (1957, Chicago
Teachers College, Chkago,

Problem. To find successful pro-

cedures for overcoming difficulties in
the teac mg of arithmetiC.

'roc acre. A survey ws,s made of
the di met by those engaged
to arithmetic. These were organ.
ized into = en categories. Seven thous-
and teachers 'bed their most
succenful prooed in meeting the d if.

ficultka. Its of the study were
orpnised into a book of 364 pages.

Majw 'Findings and Conclusions.
The six major categories of difficulties
were: vocalmilary, mechanics-of-reading,
aritluottkal, teaching, probljm analysis,
and reasoning. Under each of these dif-
ficulties are related sub-difficulties and
descriptions of inmessful methods of
meeting them.

Miny teachers have found the book
very useful.

WAHLSTROK, LAI/1MM E. Mathematics
Education in Sweden and NOrway.
(1958, Wisconsin State College, Eau
Claire.)

Problem. (1) To detenWne how
mathematics education in Sweden imd
Norway differs from clot In Ali" MAW
Shoes iron dementar school demo*
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the first 2 years of (*lift. with respect
to content, instrwtional methods, and
points of emphasis, and (2) to locate the
external factors that affect the teaching
of mathematics in Sweden and Norway.

triocedure. Over 100 claws and
classroom; were visited. Teachers, of

and "experts" were consulted. Uni-
versity elaues were attended regularly.
Pertinent libraz publication% were read.

Major Findings and Conclusions.
In both Norway and Sweden: (1) a
more gradual development of 'matlw-
matical itkom occurs; (2) .students study
mathematics more hours in school and
have more honwwork; (3) students study
a more uniform curriculum; (4) teachers
are better prepared; (5) instruction is
very good but tinxis toward the tra-
ditional; (6) freshman university stu-
dents spend up to 16 hours per week in
class compared with S hours in the
United States; (7) subject matter tends
toward much theory and many applica-
tions to gemzwiry; (8) examinations are
comprehensive and thorough.

Zamet costars,KAN, MAUn-WWI . The Prepa-
ration of Mathematics Tewlers at
the Ohio State University During the
Five-Year Period from 1953 to 1958.
( M.A., 1958, The Ohio S t a t e
University, Columbro.)

Major Fatuity Ardvimr. -- Hatold P.
Fawcett.

Problem (1) To study the preps-
ration of mathensatics teachers at the
College of Educatkn, The Ohio State
University, from 1953 to 1958; (2) to
ampere these studeetts in certain re-
spects with matbematks majors graduat.
ing from the University's 'liberal arts
collar; (3) to determine the frequency
with wilkit other Macking fide accom-
pany the an* Inetitteetics;
(4) to &w a ds . wis edu w s o rb' eziwa-
*ion of prefeavice kor Waiting as a
cozier had an Am* upon spade
moons enw palominos in student

--'11`hiedring.
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Procedure. The data needed were
oMained km University records. A
"t-test" was used to cmpare the Colkge
of Education 'students and liberal arts
majors with respect to scores on Ohio
State Psychological Exagninat ion and on
five mathematics courses taken by a
"sufficient" number of student..

Major Fin4ings and Conclusions.
ID Of the 63 mathematics teachers
graduating during 195348, the College of
Education group achkved greater &ca-
dmic success and had a greater percent
doing "eaceUent" student teaching than
those who transferred to the College
of Education from another institution or
another college of The Ohk State
University. (2) The grades in profes-
sional COMM (man: 3.30) lime higher
than timee in mathematics (mean: 2.79) .
The median number of quartos hours
completed in mathemitks was 41 and in
education N. (3) Early expression of
preference for teaching by half of the
group gmxtrally accanpanied Wilber
grades in student teaching but not in
academic preparatke. (4) Quality of
preparation in matbanatks, science, and
professional courses was highly associated
with degree otimccetss in student teach-
ing. (5) The women surpassed the men
in almost every area. (6) Sevemty-three
percent of the teachers chose at krast
one area of science as an wcompanini
teaching field. (7) There was no signifi-
cant difference in grades on the five
mathematics courses taken by both theCole of Educates and the liberal arts
groups. However; the mean score of the
liberal arts group on the Ohio State
Psychological ExaminatWi exceeded that
of the Colkge of Education "map by a
statistically significant amount.

ZLO?, WILUAM Lancuto. The Role of
the Axiom of Choice in the Devykop.
nem of the Abdrect Theory of
Sew (Ph1)-0 1%?, Teachers Col-
lege, ColumMa Univaisity, New York,
N. Y.)

Major Faculty Advistw. Myron F.
Rosa*.
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Problem. (1) To determine the
factors which influenced the axiomati-
salon of Cantor's theory of sets; (2)
to discover the origins of the naive dm/7
of sets; (3) to dawribe the early at-
tesnws to organise t.,6 theory of st4s
into an autonomous discipline; and (4)
to determine the influence of the axiom
of choice in determining the present farm
of the theory of *eta.

Procedure. The history of the
t of sets was studied.

Met* Findings and Cow
(1) The axkmatiratimi of tiw theory d
ses was necesury to eliminate caul*
paradoxes, dm) principally to Cantor's
deWtkel of a set. (2) The them of
sets was motivated by amain researches
in .the theory of trigtwa,wAric oerka. (3)
The alken of ciwke tweeseary to
prove the logical equivalence of small
apparently equivalmt definitions of finite
sets. It is also needed if set theory is
to be yramlise41 as a generalized ti*ory
of embers.

.
A


